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Dear members,
Finance Minister Heng Swee Keat will be delivering the Budget Statement in
Parliament on March 24. ISCA, as the national accountancy body, has submitted the
views of the business community for the government’s consideration. These views
were featured in the February issue for your information. Like many of you, I look
forward to a Budget designed to reposition Singapore for future growth – a growth
that would be supported by accounting professionals like yourselves.
As with previous years, the Budget feedback process lasted several months. Active
stakeholder engagement can yield valuable insights which add width and depth to a
discussion, before major decisions are made. As an advocate for our members and
the profession, ISCA influences the future by voicing our collective views in comment
letters and feedback sessions. To add value to membership, the Institute plans for
tomorrow while being fully invested in serving our members today.
ISCA thinks about the future and what is to come so that we can ready our members
for a challenging business landscape that is rapidly evolving. A case in point is this
month’s cover story about lease accounting. Although IFRS 16 Leases will be
applicable from 1 January 2019, the Institute is calling members’ attention to the
requirements and implications of the Standard today.
Leasing is an important activity for many organisations as it is a means of gaining
access to assets, obtaining financing, and reducing an organisation’s exposure to the
risks of asset ownership. Because of the prevalence of leasing, users of financial
statements should have a complete, comprehensive picture of an organisation’s
leasing activities. However, existing accounting models have failed to provide this. As
a result, changes have been made to the existing lease accounting requirements to
ensure greater transparency in financial reporting.
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2834
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IFRS 16 is intended to increase transparency and comparability among organisations
that lease assets, by recognising the assets and liabilities that arise from lease
transactions. The cover story addresses the new lease accounting for lessees, the
right-of-use accounting model, and the determination of whether a contract contains
a lease. Other aspects of IFRS 16 will be discussed in due course so as to equip
members with the knowledge that gives them a leading edge.
Similar to lease accounting, the debate over accounting prudence has been a
protracted one, and it looks likely to continue. According to the 2015 Exposure Draft,
prudence is neutral, yet existing accounting standards have many instances of
asymmetry. Making our views heard, the Institute had urged IASB to provide more
guidance to facilitate consistent application of the concept of neutrality to deter
selective accounting for achieving desired outcomes. The article “Accounting
Prudence” provides an overview of the debate.
Elsewhere in this issue are other insights and information that are directly relevant to
your work.
“Trigger Points: Be Alert, Be Ready” alerts businesses to some of the tax implications
at key business milestones. If these tax issues are overlooked, they could adversely
affect a company’s operations.
Goodwill accounting is arguably one of the most contentious accounting issues in the
preparation and presentation of consolidated financial statements. Last month, we
presented a conceptually sound and easy-to-understand framework for goodwill
accounting. This month, we have a discussion on several measurement issues relating
to goodwill accounting, as well as some proposed solutions.
Auditing standards require that auditors consider the risk of fraud as part of their
assessment of internal control risk. In “A New Frontier for Auditors”, the writer talks
about “dark triad” personalities – non-normal personality types – that have the
potential to impact the practice of auditing. Commonly-used fraud risk models do not
apply to them, and a breakthrough innovation in fraud risk assessment based on
such non-normal personality factors may be required. Do you agree?
This March issue provides you with useful resources and updates, as well as food for
thought. Mull over the contents. Think about tomorrow while being fully invested in
today.
Gerard Ee
FCA (Singapore)
president@isca.org.sg

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2834
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SMEs Seek Greater Regional Financing
Capabilities to Facilitate Expansion
Almost half of Singapore’s small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) expect
revenue growth to be driven by overseas expansion and many seek to overcome
challenges in meeting their regional financing needs, according to the inaugural SME
Growth and Financing Survey 2016 by Singapore Business Federation (SBF)
and Standard Chartered Bank (SCB).
The survey polled more than 300 executives from SMEs on their outlook for
growth, business aspirations and financing needs to expand abroad.

OVERSEAS ACTIVITIES TO DRIVE REVENUE
Close to half of respondents (45%) expect an increase in revenue in 2016, with almost
60% saying more business activities outside of Singapore will drive growth. This
suggests a shift towards efforts to expand the consumer base as SMEs explore
neighbouring economies for opportunities.
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2838
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SMES’ ASIA EXPANSION FOCUS
In 2016, more than 40% of respondents are inclined to expand their business
activities in four countries – India, Indonesia, Cambodia and China – to take
advantage of their geographic proximity to available resources and large domestic
markets. About a fifth of executives say they plan to seek new consumer segments
(19%) and strive for greater market adaptability (17%) to boost growth.

FEW BANKS MEET BUSINESSES’ NEEDS
Respondents face challenges when spreading their footprint overseas, with seven in
10 saying that access to funds without a proven track record in the host country is
difficult. More than half believe that their existing banking partners do not have the
capabilities to establish relationships with banks in the host country (56%), find the
right overseas partners (55%), or understand the foreign markets (58%). SMEs’ limited
access to in-country funds and expertise are seen as an impediment to their overseas
expansion plans.

BANKS’ LOCAL EXPERTISE REQUIRED
To conduct business more effectively in foreign markets, 42% of respondents say they
will engage other banking partners in the host country, while 32% plan to work with
banks in Singapore with cross-border financing solutions. As SMEs spread their
investments abroad, on-the-ground banking capabilities are increasingly a business
priority.
“When venturing overseas, SMEs’ lack of proven track record in a foreign
country often makes access to banking facilities and funding difficult. It is therefore
critical for SMEs to find the right banking partner which can support their growth
strategy,” said Vanessa Leung, Head of Commercial Banking, SCB. “A bank that
understands the SME in its home market and also has a strong regional presence will
be able to provide a holistic approach to the SME’s financing needs
across geographies, and at the same time, offer deep local insights into foreign
markets. Such banks would typically have cross-border solutions that enable SMEs to
maintain full control of all their banking transactions and financing needs from their
home market.”

MORE AEC, TPP AWARENESS NEEDED
While a majority of respondents have heard of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC)
(63%) and Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) (58%), few are aware of what these
agreements or collaborations are about or what they aim to achieve. At least four in
10 respondents also do not know if these regional initiatives will have an impact on
their business growth (47% for AEC, and 43% for TPP).
“Initiatives such as the Trans-Pacific Partnership and the ASEAN Economic Community2/3
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“Initiatives such as the Trans-Pacific Partnership and the ASEAN Economic Community
offer new and rich opportunities for Singapore businesses as they look overseas for
expansion. By making the most of these platforms and constantly upgrading their
capabilities, companies can remain competitive and position themselves well for the
next phase of growth and development. We strongly encourage SMEs to leverage on
the strong Singapore brand to regionalise their business,” said Koh Tat Liang,
Assistant Executive Director for Capacity Building, SBF.
The survey is available at the SBF website.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2838
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Hans Hoogervorst Reappointed as IASB
Chairman; Ian Mackintosh to Retire as ViceChairman in June
The Trustees of the IFRS Foundation, responsible for the governance and oversight of
the International Accounting Standards Board, have announced the reappointment of
Hans Hoogervorst as IASB Chairman for a second five-year term with effect from 1
July 2016. The Trustees also announced that Ian Mackintosh has decided not to seek a
second term, and will step down as IASB Vice-Chairman when his first term expires on
30 June 2016.

Under the leadership of Mr Hoogervorst and Mr Mackintosh, IASB introduced a
number of substantial enhancements to the quality of financial reporting, including
the finalisation of IFRS 9 Financial Instruments, IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with
Customers, and most recently, IFRS 16 Leases. In the same period, there has been a
significant increase in the number of countries applying IFRS Standards and IFRS for
SMEs, as well as positive evaluations on the use of IFRS Standards by the European
Union and other jurisdictions.
During this time, the organisation has also introduced several major innovations and
initiatives, including a substantial research project to provide accurate and reliable
information on the use of IFRS Standards around the world, the successful
introduction of the Investors in Financial Reporting programme as well as a
new Mission Statement.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2886
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new Mission Statement.
The IFRS Foundation is currently undertaking a review of its structure and
effectiveness while IASB is reviewing its Agenda for the next five years. These reviews
are exploring possible changes to the composition and the size of IASB and its work
in the coming years. In that context, Mr Mackintosh has proposed that he retire from
IASB in 2016. The Trustees intend to discuss the review of structure and effectiveness
in the coming months.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2886
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ACRA Issues Audit Practice Bulletin on Group
Audits
On 15 December 2015, the Accounting and Corporate Regulatory Authority (ACRA)
issued its Audit Practice Bulletin (Bulletin) on the audits of group financial statements.
Over the past few years, deficiencies in complying with Singapore Standard on
Auditing (SSA) 600 Special Considerations – Audits of Group Financial Statements
(including the work of Component Auditors) were repeatedly noted in ACRA’s Practice
Monitoring Programme.
This Bulletin aims to provide guidance and clarity on the necessary audit procedures
prior to placing reliance on the work performed by component auditors, and to
reiterate the need to increase the level of rigour and professional scepticism
expected of the Public Accountant when acting as the group engagement auditor.
ACRA emphasises the three phases of group audits, namely, planning, execution and
completion, with illustrative examples.
The key deficiencies arising from the different phases of a group audit engagement
and their possible remedies are presented in the Bulletin. The common pitfalls
include a lack of rigour in following through on the audit plan sent out to the

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2889
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include a lack of rigour in following through on the audit plan sent out to the
component auditors, inadequate assessment of the sufficiency of work performed by
the component auditors, failure to resolve all significant outstanding matters
(relevant for group reporting) highlighted by the component auditors and the lack of
audit documentation. The root cause of these deficiencies, in most instances, is the
lack of audit planning. Encouraging the use of the Bulletin, Ng Kian Hui, Partner of
BDO LLP, said, “It serves as a timely reminder for group auditors to understand the
group’s operation, involve the component auditors early in the planning process, and
effectively communicate the relevant risk assessment, audit approach and
component materiality.”
The Bulletin also reiterates fundamental group audit principles including factors to
consider when identifying significant risk areas and components. The group
engagement team ought to be aware of the requirements under the clarified SSA 600
and cannot simply rely on their component auditors without performing sufficient
and appropriate work at the group level.
Welcoming the practical guidance, Gajendran Vyapuri, Partner of Ernst & Young LLP,
said, “The Bulletin provides valuable guidance on the level of involvement expected
from a group auditor and also provides clarity on the extent of documentation to be
kept by the group auditor to meet the SSA 600 requirements.” Sharing the same
sentiments, Lee Eng Kian, Partner of PKF-CAP LLP, said, “This Bulletin provides
comprehensive illustrations which set out clearly the regulator’s expectation,
especially in the area of documentation. It answers the bugging question of what and
how much do we document when we review our component auditors’ working
papers.”
With globalisation and growth in the overseas markets, group audits have become
increasingly prevalent. As group audits become more complex with more significant
components and component auditors involved, the efforts required to issue a group
audit opinion should not be underestimated. Compliance with SSA 600 will continue
to be an area of focus in ACRA’s practice reviews. Adopting a change in mindset and
planning early is the key to a successful group audit – it pays to get it right from the
start.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2889
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Bringing Members Up-to-date with ISCA-CFA
Society Economic Updates

Director of Centennial Group Manu Bhaskaran spoke about the economic outlook for this year.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2892
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Speakers/Panellists for the session: (from left) Centennial Group Director Manu Bhaskaran; Keppel REIT
Management CEO Ng Hsueh Ling; ISCA COO Goh Puay Cheh; Barclays Investment Bank Director Suprita
Vohra, and CFA Singapore representative Alex Ho

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2892
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The audience participated actively in the Q&A segment.

2015 was yet another difficult year for the global economy, as the world saw growing
anxiety over low commodity prices, tight external financial conditions, a slowing
Chinese economy, and other socio-economic and political factors. In such an
uncertain and volatile climate, the common question would be: What lies ahead for
the global economy in 2016? With this in mind, ISCA, in collaboration with CFA Society
Singapore, organised the 2016 Economic Updates session on January 27 at the UBS
Auditorium. The event was well attended by more than 100 participants, comprising a
good mix of professionals from various sectors.
One of the avenues that ISCA is looking at to bring greater value to our members and
the profession is to find opportunities to work with partners to organise more
relevant and impactful events. An example is this collaboration with the CFA Society,
where both parties contributed to invite distinguished speakers, such as Manu
Bhaskaran, Director of Centennial Group; Suprita Vohra, Director of Barclays
Investment Bank, and Ng Hsueh Ling, Chief Executive Officer of Keppel REIT
Management Limited, to share their expert insights and advice with our participants.
Despite the gloomy 2015 global economy, Mr Bhaskaran kicked off the session with
some positive nuggets that bolstered optimism for 2016. This includes key drivers
such as the recovery in the labour and housing markets in the US, huge tourism
growth in Japan and China, and the sturdy monetary credibility of Asia. Also discussed
at length were various diversification strategies which Ms Suprita believes would help
companies and investors navigate through tough times. It was highlighted that in

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2892
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companies and investors navigate through tough times. It was highlighted that in
order to attain a robust risk management strategy, one of the aspects would be to
have a portfolio that is well positioned to maximise skewness.
Faced with high interest rates, coupled with cooling measures and sluggish market
conditions, Ms Ng provided some insights as to how Keppel REIT has continuously
leveraged its strengths to turn these macroeconomic issues and challenges into
opportunities. As the speakers had provided much food for thought, the audience
participated actively in the Q&A segment of the panel discussion.
This session is the first of an ongoing series of Economic Updates, and we look
forward to seeing many of our ISCA members at future sessions. We are happy to
answer any queries about this session. Please feel free to send us your queries or
suggestions to weiling.tan@isca.org.sg.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2892
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At the signing ceremony were (from left) SAC Director of Centres of Excellence Philip Cheng, SAC SCFOI
Council Chairman Chng Lay Chew, ISCA CFO Committee Chairman Lee Wai Fai, and ISCA COO Goh Puay
Cheh.

Recognising the commonalities between what ISCA and the Singapore CFO Institute
(SCFOI) wants to do for the CFO community, both parties have come together to find
synergies and collaborate where possible. One example was the inaugural CFO
Networking Evening on January 26, where both parties pooled resources and contacts
to gather more than 35 CFOs in a casual setting to network, make friends, and foster
a closer CFO community. This was the first in a series of networking sessions to be
held on a quarterly basis.
To formalise the collaboration, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between
both parties was signed that evening. Representing ISCA and SCFOI for the MOU
signing were Lee Wai Fai, Chairman of the ISCA CFO Committee, and Chng Lay Chew,
Chairman of the Singapore Accountancy Commission (SAC) SCFOI Council. Under the
two-year MOU, ISCA and SCFOI will leverage mutual resources and capabilities to
develop and organise activities and programmes. Plans are also in the works to
further explore collaborations in research and training, and other areas of interest to1/2
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further explore collaborations in research and training, and other areas of interest to
engage the CFO community.
An example of a joint programme between both parties is the ISCA-SCFOI Mentoring
Programme. Launched during the CFO Networking Evening, the programme is aimed
at offering CFO aspirants the opportunity to learn and gain invaluable insights from
experienced C-suite executives. Through this initiative, mentees will also gain unique
perspectives on the requisites for the next stage of their careers, impartial guidance
on business issues, leadership and management wisdom, as well as sharing of best
practices. From April 2016, the first batch of CFO aspirants will meet with their
mentors in a series of one-on-one sessions over a six-month period.
As both parties continue to build a vibrant and inclusive CFO community, where peers
can exchange ideas, gain new perspectives and contribute back to society, we
welcome like-minded individuals and organisations to join us on this journey.
ISCA is happy to answer and follow up on any queries about this collaboration, and
will continue to find working synergies with other parties where possible. Please feel
free to send your queries or suggestions to weiling.tan@isca.org.sg.

The first CFO Networking Evening was very well received.

http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2896
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ISCA Breakfast Talk: Digital Currency: From
Disruptor to Business Game Changer

Over 70 members learnt more about digital currency.

Over 70 participants turned up for the session titled “Digital Currency: From Disruptor
to Business Game Changer” on February 17, helmed by Greg Unsworth, Risk
Assurance and Digital Business Leader, PwC Singapore.
He provided an overview of digital currency (also called crypto currency), and how its
rise could challenge the existence and core operations of parties ranging from lawenforcement and security agencies to government bodies, central banks and
businesses. Crypto currencies could be used in different ways, including as a medium
of exchange – for transfers of money easily and cheaply to regions of the world not
well served by banks; speculative investments; acquisition of certain foreign
currencies, and storage of value – for individuals who wish to keep their assets from
government intervention or who live in countries with high inflation rates.
A 2015 PwC Consumer Crypto Currency Survey showed that crypto currencies are
currently most widely used for online shopping (81%). Some of their attributes
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2900
include their resistance to counterfeiting; near-instantaneous and irreversible
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been posted via a global public transaction ledger, and personal data security
enabled by public-private key cryptography.
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Be Tax Ready at Key Business Junctures

A good mix of tax professionals coupled with non-tax management executives listened intently to
Accredited Tax Advisor (Income Tax & GST) Boey Yoke Ping, Tax Leader at Baker Tilly TFW LLP.

A business experiences a myriad of key milestones throughout its business cycle. If it
is too focused on achieving financial or product development milestones, a business
may be ignorant of, or overlook, possible tax implications at key business junctures.
The business may thus end up tripping over these trigger points, with grave
consequences.
This was the point emphasised at a Tax Excellence Decoded (TED) session by the
Singapore Institute of Accredited Tax Professionals. Journeying the participants
through the various business milestones at the TED session was Accredited Tax
Advisor (Income Tax & GST) Boey Yoke Ping, Tax Leader at Baker Tilly TFW LLP. From
the business set-up to the repatriation of profits, Ms Boey shared her experiences,
punctuating her talk with candid tales from her years of involvement in the tax arena.
Contact SIATP for the schedules of upcoming TED sessions.
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2903
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It is finally curtains down for lease accounting, after a spellbinding seven-year saga
debuting with the 2009 joint Discussion Paper Leases: Preliminary Views (2009 DP);
followed by the 2010 and 2013 joint Exposure Drafts Leases (2010 ED, and 2013 ED);
1,427 comment letters and countless outreaches. The “right-of-use” accounting model
is finally given its due acceptance more than a half century after it was first conceived
by John H. Myers in 1962.
For a lessee, assessing whether it has, through a lease, acquired substantially all risks
and rewards incidental to ownership of an asset will become passé. Instead, an entity
needs to carefully consider the existence of any lease in all its contracts that might
contain a lease, in the light of the enhanced concept of rights to use, because all such
leases identified (except for short-term leases and leases of low-value assets) are
required to be recognised on the lessee’s balance sheet. IFRS 16, however, does
provide a practical expedient whereby an entity is not required to reassess existing
contracts (regarding whether a contract is or contains a lease) at the date of initial
application, which will be 1 January 2019 unless it is adopted earlier. The entity can
elect to apply the requirements for identifying a lease only to contracts entered into
(or changed) on or after the date of initial application, thus avoiding the burden of
retrospective application.

LESSEE: RIGHT-OF-USE ACCOUNTING MODEL
The right-of-use accounting model requires a lessee to recognise a right-of-use asset
and a lease liability on the balance sheet at the commencement date of the lease, for
all leases with a term of more than 12 months, and for which the underlying asset is
not of low value. This is a significant conceptual breakthrough from IAS 17 Leases, and
a milestone step for the accounting profession. It is a conceptual breakthrough
because we have progressed from the “substantially all risks and rewards” framework
to the “controls” framework, resulting in the recognition of all leases on the balance
sheet. It is a milestone step because we now recognise and present a new right-of-use
asset separately from other assets, and more significantly, because this will curb the
use of operating leases as a mechanism for off-balance sheet financing.
This right-of-use concept was first coined by John H. Myers in the US Accounting
Principles Board’s 1962 Accounting Research Study (ARS) No. 4 Reporting of Leases in
Financial Statements. Myers introduced a new property rights model under which,
instead of considering how closely leasing an asset corresponds to purchasing the
asset under an ownership and mortgage-borrowing arrangement (purchase model), an
entity should consider a lease as a mechanism for conveying rights to use property,
even if those rights are not perfectly aligned with, or even close to, ownership rights.
Under the property rights model, Myers recommended that all leases be recognised on
the balance sheet at the discounted present value of cash flows that were to be paid
for the property rights.
Notwithstanding the intellectual appeal of Myers’ concept, the preference for the
purchase model prevailed for the next 54 years until it is finally adopted in IFRS 16. His
property rights model was considered 13 years later in the FASB 1975 ED Accounting

for Leases, but was not adopted over the purchase model.
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2906
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… we now recognise and present a new right-of-use asset separately
from other assets, and more significantly, this will curb the use of
operating leases as a mechanism for off-balance sheet financing.

DETERMINING WHETHER A CONTRACT CONTAINS A LEASE
Determining whether a contract contains a lease can be challenging because the line
between a lease contract and a service contract can sometimes be blurred. This may
not have mattered much under IAS 17, because off-balance sheet operating leases
were to be accounted for similarly to service contracts, with the entity reporting
periodic rental expense. At the core of IFRS 16 is the requirement for entities to
account for operating leases in a manner similar to finance leases. IFRS 16 eliminates
the classification of leases as either operating leases or finance leases for a lessee.
Instead, all leases are treated in a similar way to finance leases under IAS 17.
Chua Kim Chiu, Chairman of ISCA’s Financial Reporting Committee, has the following
comments, “The old lease accounting standard requires a company renting premises
or equipment for its own use to consider whether the arrangement is economically
similar to purchasing the asset with borrowing. If so, the company treats it as a finance
lease and has to report it as an asset and a borrowing on its balance sheet. All other
leases are operating leases that are kept off-balance sheet.
The new standard extends this concept – it requires the company to consider whether
any such arrangement gives it the “right to control the use of an asset” for a period of
time, even when the period is much shorter than the useful life of the asset. If so, the
company has to report it similarly on the balance sheet.
Most companies understand that going forward, they will bring more off-balance sheet
operating leases into their balance sheets and show higher gearing ratios and asset
bases. What is not so apparent is how this will affect their profit or loss.
Under the old standard, the company reports monthly rental expense based on the
same amount paid each month. Going forward, each rental payment is split into an
interest expense component (from an implicit interest rate) and a principal repayment
component. The interest expense is higher at the beginning of the lease period and
declines as the borrowing is progressively paid down.

Although superficially similar to IFRIC 4, IFRS 16 provides detailed
guidance and introduces new concepts which can be complex to apply in
practice, requiring the exercise of substantial judgement.
Correspondingly, the principal component rises progressively over time. In place of the
principal component within the rental, the company reports straight-line depreciation 3/8
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2906
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principal component within the rental, the company reports straight-line depreciation
as an expense. As a result, the company’s total expense (interest plus depreciation) is
higher at the beginning and declines progressively towards the end of the lease
period.”
IFRS 16 allocates an entire segment, 22 paragraphs of application guidance and 10
illustrative examples to the matter of “identifying a lease”. IAS 17 contains no such
guidance, although it is helped by IFRIC Interpretation 4 Determining Whether an
Arrangement Contains a Lease (IFRIC 4), which provides guidance for determining
whether such arrangements are, or contain, leases that should be accounted for in
accordance with IAS 17. It requires a determination based on substance and an
assessment of whether the arrangement is dependent on the use of a specific asset(s)
and whether the arrangement conveys a right to use the asset.
Although superficially similar to IFRIC 4, IFRS 16 provides detailed guidance and
introduces new concepts which can be complex to apply in practice, requiring the
exercise of substantial judgement.
The following is an IFRS 16 Leases Roadmap to help determine whether a contract
contains a lease.

IFRS 16 LEASES ROADMAP
Roadblock 1 Is there an identified asset? If NO, the journey ends. If YES, proceed to
Roadblock 1A.
This requirement is substantially the same as the requirement in IFRIC 4. The first step
is to determine the existence of an identified asset for the customer (lessee) to control.
To have a lease, a specific leased asset must be identified, either explicitly or implicitly.
Hence, even in a situation where the asset is not explicitly specified in a contract, an
asset can be implicitly identified if the supplier can fulfil the contract only by use of a
particular asset.
IFRS 16 Illustrative Example 3B, “Fibre-optic cable”, illustrates a scenario where there is
no identified asset. The contract provides for the customer to have a right to use a
specified amount of capacity within a cable for the transportation of data. The contract
does not, however, specify any distinct fibres within the cable which the customer
would have a right to control. Consequently, the customer does not have the right to
use an identified asset and the arrangement is not a lease.
Roadblock 1A Does the supplier have substantive asset substitution rights? If YES, the
journey ends. If NO, proceed to Roadblock 2.
The next roadblock to negotiate after an asset overcomes Roadblock 1 is whether the
supplier has an asset substitution right. If a supplier has a substantive right to
substitute the asset throughout the period of use, the supplier (and not the customer)
effectively controls the use of an asset. This means the supplier uses the asset to
provide a service rather than leases out an asset. Hence, to have a lease, the supplier
cannot have substantive substitution rights. IFRIC 4 does allude to the “substantive
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2906
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have substantive substitution rights.IFRS
IFRIC
4 does allude to the “substantive
substitution rights” concept, now entrenched in IFRS 16, but does not dive very deeply
into the subject.

For the substitution right to be substantive, the supplier must have the practical ability
to substitute the asset and be able to benefit economically from doing so. This ensures
that only in-substance substitution rights are considered when assessing whether a
contract contains a lease. However, if the supplier has a right or obligation to
substitute the asset only on or after either a particular date or the occurrence of a
specified event, the supplier’s substitution right is not substantive because the supplier
does not have the practical ability to substitute alternative assets throughout the
period of use. Also, the supplier’s right or obligation to substitute the asset for repairs
and maintenance, or technical upgrades, does not preclude the customer from having
the right to use an identified asset.
An entity’s evaluation of whether a supplier’s asset substitution right is substantive
depends on the facts and circumstances at the inception of the contract and are to
exclude consideration of future events that, at inception of the contract, are not
considered likely to occur.
In addressing a concern that in some cases, it would be difficult or impossible for a
customer to determine whether a supplier’s asset substitution right is substantive, IFRS
16 states that if a customer cannot readily determine whether a supplier has a
substantive asset substitution right, then the customer should presume that any such
substitution right is not substantive. Hence, a customer is not expected to exert undue
effort in order to provide evidence that a substitution right is substantive. Put another
way, the default position is that the supplier’s asset substitution right is not
substantive unless the customer can readily evidence it. This makes it harder for a
customer to argue that an asset substitution right is substantive in order to avoid lease
accounting under IFRS 16.
IFRS 16 Illustrative Example 1B, “Rail cars”, requires the supplier to transport a
specified quantity of goods by using a specified type of rail car in accordance with a
stated timetable for a period of five years. It illustrates an arrangement whereby the
supplier has substantive substitution rights. The supplier has a large pool of similar rail
cars which can be used to fulfil the requirements of the contract. The rail cars are
stored in the supplier’s premises when not in use.
The supplier has the practical ability to substitute each car throughout the period of
use because the supplier has a large pool of similar cars which are stored at the
supplier’s premises. The supplier can also benefit economically from substituting each
car because they can maximise the utilisation of the cars for other customers with
similar contracts. Accordingly, the customer does not direct the use (see Roadblock 2B)
nor have the right to obtain substantially all of the economic benefits from the use (see
Roadblock 2A) of an identified car. In such circumstances, the arrangement is a service
contract, not a lease.

The default position is that the supplier’s asset substitution right is not
substantive unless the customer can readily evidence it. This makes it
harder for a customer to argue that an asset substitution right is
substantive in order to avoid lease accounting under IFRS 16.
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substantive in order to avoid lease accounting under IFRS 16.

Roadblock 2 Does the customer have the right to control the use of the identified
asset? If YES, the contract contains a lease.
Once Roadblock 1 and Roadblock 1A have been surmounted and it has been
determined that there is an identified asset with no substantive asset substitution
rights by the supplier, the journey continues to Roadblock 2.
Roadblock 2 goes to the heart of the matter, that is, whether the customer has the
right to control the use of the identified asset. To overcome Roadblock 2, both the
hurdles in Roadblock 2A and Roadblock 2B below must be overcome.
IFRIC 4 also requires an arrangement to convey the right to control the use of the
underlying asset, but the conditions to meet this requirement, set forth in paragraph 9
of IFRIC 4, are minuscule in comparison to the requirements in Roadblock 2A and
Roadblock 2B.
Roadblock 2A Does the customer have the right to obtain “substantially all” of the
economic benefits from the use of the identified asset? If NO, the journey ends. If YES,
proceed to Roadblock 2B.
This requires the entity to consider the economic benefits that result from use of the
asset within the defined scope of a customer’s right to use the asset. Here,
“substantially all” does not mean a substantial time period of the asset’s useful life but
a substantial part of the asset’s total usefulness (that is, the economic benefits the
asset can deliver). For example, if a customer has the right to use a specified car for
two years (although the car has five more years of useful life), “substantially all” would
refer to the economic benefit obtainable by the customer in comparison to the total
economic benefit the car can deliver during the contract period.
Roadblock 2B Does the customer have the right to direct the use of the identified
asset? If NO, the journey ends. If YES, the contract contains a lease.
To control the use of an asset, a customer is required to have not only the right to
obtain substantially all of the economic benefits from the use of an asset throughout
the period of use (a “benefits” element/Roadblock 2A) but also the ability to direct the
use of that asset (a “power” element/Roadblock 2B).
This is to say that a customer must have decision-making rights over the use of the
asset that give it the ability to influence the economic benefits derived from the use of
the asset throughout the period of use. These decision-making rights differentiate a
lease from a contract for purchasing supplies or services. This is also consistent with
the concept of control in IFRS 10 and IFRS 15, and with IASB’s proposals regarding
control in the Exposure Draft Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting. IFRS 10’s
and IFRS 15’s definition of control also requires both a “benefits” element and a
“power” element.
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2906
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… a customer must have decision-making rights over the use of the asset
that give it the ability to influence the economic benefits derived from
the use of the asset throughout the period of use. These decision-making
rights differentiate a lease from a contract for purchasing supplies or
services.

An entity which overcomes either one of the sub-hurdles in Roadblock 2B(i) or
Roadblock 2B(ii) would satisfy Roadblock 2B.
Roadblock 2B(i) Does the customer have the right to direct how and for what purpose
the asset is used throughout the period of use? If YES, the contract contains a lease. If
NO, consider Roadblock 2B(ii).
In assessing this “power” element, decision-making rights of both the entity/customer
and supplier are considered, and an entity considers who/which party has the rights
that are most relevant to changing how and for what purpose the asset is used
throughout the period of use. Decision-making rights are relevant when they affect the
economic benefits to be derived from the use of the asset. Protective rights and rights
that are limited to operating/maintaining the asset do not grant decision-making rights
and hence do not satisfy this requirement. However, rights to operate an asset may
grant the customer the right to direct the use of the asset if the relevant decisions
about how and for what purpose the asset is used are predetermined. (See Roadblock
2B(ii).)
Roadblock 2B(ii) Are the relevant decisions about how and for what purpose the asset
is used predetermined? If YES, (i) does the customer have the right to operate the
identified asset throughout the period of use without the supplier having the right to
change those operating instructions, or (ii) did the customer design the asset in a way
that predetermines how and for what purpose the asset will be used throughout the
period of use? If YES to either (i) or (ii), the customer can still direct the use of the asset
and hence, the contract contains a lease.
“Predetermined” is a new concept introduced by IFRS 16 where relevant decisions
about how and for what purpose the asset is used are made before the inception of
the lease. This could happen when both the customer and the supplier cannot make
decisions about how and for what purpose an asset is used during the period of use.
An example would be where decisions about how and for what purpose an asset is
used are agreed between the customer and supplier in negotiating the contract and
cannot be changed after the commencement date, or are predetermined by the design
of the asset. In such a situation, IFRS 16 clarifies that a customer can still direct the use
of an asset if it has the right to operate the asset, or if it has designed the asset in a
way that predetermines how and for what purpose the asset will be used.
This concept can require substantial use of judgement and would frustrate attempts to
structure contracts with the intention to avoid lease accounting under IFRS 16.

CLOSING REMARKS
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This article has addressed the new lease accounting for lessees, the right-of-use
accounting model, and the determination of whether a contract contains a lease. Other
critical areas of IFRS 16 not addressed in this article include accounting issues for
lessors, variable lease payments, in-substance fixed payments, sale and leaseback
transactions, transition, disclosures, impact analysis and implementation challenges, to
name just a few. These deserve and will receive in-depth scrutiny and separate
mention in later analyses. However, the most challenging issues are those facing
lessees.
While 1 January 2019 might seem some way down the road, the journey has begun and
the clock is now ticking. It is time to pull out the contracts that might contain a lease,
scrutinise their terms, negotiate the roadblocks explained in this article and determine
if there is a lease or a service contract at the end of the road. Although retrospective
application of IFRS 16 is not required, by using hindsight applied to extant leases,
reporting entities can gain the needed insights to become capable of applying the
standard to new leases from the beginning of the mandatory application date (or
earlier, if elected). Waiting until then to understand the myriad provisions of IFRS 16 is
not a strategy for success.

Lim Ju May is Deputy Director, Financial Reporting Standards & Corporate Reporting,
ISCA.
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Member Profile: Building Passion in His Career

BY

PAULINE CHEE
When I interviewed Tan Chee Wee for this article, he had just returned from the
International Antarctica Expedition.
The expedition, led by Robert Swan, a “polar explorer, environmentalist and the first
man ever to walk unsupported to both the North and South Poles”, included 81 other
participants from 26 countries. The team’s objective was to assess the effects of a
temperature increase on the Antarctica and, upon return, educate the public and
drive action on climate change.
“It was a fantastic trip, and I witnessed firsthand the effects of global warming,” said
the 32-year old Senior Manager from the Climate Change and Sustainability Services
(CCaSS) department in EY. “It also aligned my personal interest with daily work.”
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2909
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Many people possess more than one skill or have more than one professional
interest. However, careers are often dedicated to just one of them – unless you are
lucky enough to combine your interests with work like Mr Tan, who has found ways to
bring his passion into his work, and reaps the rewards of doing so.

ACCOUNTANCY OPENS DOORS
When Mr Tan first started work as a financial auditor, he never thought that he would
later be interested in, let alone advocate, climate change and sustainability practices.
He was serving his National Service when he developed an interest in stocks and
shares, and started reading the annual reports of companies to find out how a
company was doing. In order to gain a good understanding of financial performance,
taking up an accounting degree seemed the natural path. Hence, he studied
accountancy in Nanyang Technological University and subsequently joined EY as a
financial auditor in 2007.
An accountancy background gave him the opportunity to interact with executives of
different levels, across diverse industrial sectors. The broad-based interaction built
up his people-to-people engagement skills and kept him updated on sectorial market
developments.
Likewise, being an ISCA member also provided him with a platform to meet and
mingle with people of similar accountancy backgrounds. “To date, I have participated
in events such as the Singapore Accountancy Convention, ISCA Run and ISCA
Breakfast Talk series. In addition, the monthly journal keeps me updated on areas
such as accounting standards development, Singapore Budget and regulations such
as anti-money laundering. I am particularly interested in sustainability reporting and
am encouraged to know that ISCA is committed to playing a leading role in
influencing and shaping the development of the sustainability framework in
Singapore. It is an evolution in corporate reporting that shows value creation, both
financially and non-financially, over time.”

A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE
His wide-ranging experiences as a financial auditor proved valuable when Mr Tan
crossed over to CCaSS in EY, where he now assists multi-sectorial clients in both
advisory and assurance roles. “Although the subject context is now related to
environmental and societal aspects, a good sense of financial knowledge adds depth
to our discussion. Many clients appreciate the financial angle we bring into the
picture when we quantify sustainability performance such that it shows a financial
equivalent. The rigour of financial auditing is conducted with the same degree in
sustainability auditing. The concepts of materiality, valuation, completeness,
existence are very much similar.”
The change in career direction occurred in 2010, when he became more aware of
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2909
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environmental and social performance. “As I progressed to senior associate in my
fourth year at EY, I realised that environmental and social performance are critical to
businesses but were often not reflected in annual reports, for example, energy and
water efficiency, sustainable supply chain, talent retention and compliance to
regulations. I believe these form a holistic approach to valuing a company.”
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Curious, he sought to find out more and chanced upon the specialised CCaSS team in
EY. He took the initiative to approach K. Sadashiv, the partner in charge of that
department, to learn more about what the team does; the rest is history. “Sadashiv
has been my mentor for the past five years. It was a significant decision to join the
department and a turning point in my career.”
However, the new career move had its challenges. “When I joined CCaSS, I faced
difficulties initially in understanding engineering processes and calculations. This was
something that was not taught in my undergraduate accounting course. To close that
knowledge gap, I decided to enrol in the Masters of Environmental Management,
offered by the School of Design and Environment at the National University of
Singapore.”
The go-getter believes in making the most of opportunities, and that while some
opportunities may come by your way, other opportunities have to be initiated. “Either
way, seize these opportunities and make the best of them. For example, when I heard
that the Global Green Economic Forum was sponsoring a Masters of Environmental
Management student to participate in the Antarctica Expedition, I made sure I was
fully aware of the expectations, balanced my commitments, and put in my best effort
to convince them that I was the right candidate. We have only so much energy and
time, we have to focus on what we really want.”

“Many clients appreciate the financial angle we bring into the picture
when we quantify sustainability performance such that it shows a
financial equivalent. The rigour of financial auditing is conducted with
the same degree in sustainability auditing. The concepts of materiality,
valuation, completeness, existence are very much similar.”
WALKING THE TALK
With the Singapore Exchange planning to implement the “comply or explain”
requirement by the financial year 2017, listed companies in Singapore need to
consider and improve their sustainability disclosure. This growing interest in
sustainability reporting has implications for businesses as the concept takes root in
boardrooms and the minds of consumers. Beyond just regulatory obligations, public
concerns and customer expectations over greenhouse gas emissions, waste and
water management, and other societal issues are also driving corporate interest in
sustainability. Amid resource constraints, whether due to climate change, decreasing
supplies, geopolitics, price increases or sustainability concerns, firms are seeking to
manage their operations and businesses more efficiently.
As a manager in CCaSS, Mr Tan advises clients on corporate sustainability practices
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As a manager in CCaSS, Mr Tan advises clients on corporate sustainability practices
and their related issues. Yet, the message on the fundamental importance of
arresting climate change has never been so clear to him until he went on the
Antarctica Expedition.
Reflecting on our urban lifestyle in Singapore, where we are often enveloped in airconditioned comfort at work and at home, the chilling thought that our shoreline may
not last beyond another generation hit him hard. To bring about a change in the
communal attitude and behaviour, individuals, businesses and regulators all have to
play their part.

“… I am constantly improving myself so that I can be successful
tomorrow. I wish that all fellow ISCA members and aspiring accountants
will enjoy their work and life, while making contributions to the
profession, and creating stories for their next generation.”

“I came back and thought about how lucky I was to be able to go on the expedition. I
was driven to share my experiences even more actively with family, friends,
colleagues and business partners on the need to adopt sustainability practices at
home and at work. I am happy to say that my family has been influenced by me –
they are excited and responding to what I do. On a personal level, in addition to the
usual environmentally-friendly practices, I have started eating vegetarian meals twice
a week to reduce my carbon footprint although I am a meat lover.”
He explained that livestock farming is responsible for greenhouse gas emissions from
human-related activities. Carbon dioxide is emitted when forests are cleared for
grazing or for growing grain to feed animals, and fossil fuels are used to transport
animals and to power the production of their feed. The use of land and energy
resources devoted to an average meat-based diet is higher compared with a plantbased diet.
“As Singapore is an importer of food – food is shipped or flown to our country – the
carbon emission of the whole life cycle of the product is very high. By choosing to eat
vegetables and buy from local sources, we can make a difference.”

A “BLENDED” WORK LIFE
To Mr Tan, being successful means contributing meaningfully to society, and being
able to provide his family with the finer things. The busy father of a two-year-old
daughter said, “I enjoy life by spending quality time with my family and swimming
with my daughter every weekend. These are luxuries for me.”
Juggling his time among a young daughter, his studies and work, the former
marathon runner has time to run only once a week. “As I have limited time and
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marathon runner has time to run only once a week. “As I have limited time and
energy in a day, I need to focus on what I want. The challenges I face in managing the
different priorities are not unique; many others are probably treading the same path.
I think the key challenge is balancing the timely delivery of quality work, improving
my capabilities and spending time with the family.”
He believes that passion, attitude towards work, learning and sharing, and a strong
desire to win are critical factors for success. “There are many people who are
successful, and I really cannot claim to be one of them today. But I am constantly
improving myself so that I can be successful tomorrow. I wish that all fellow ISCA
members and aspiring accountants will enjoy their work and life, while making
contributions to the profession, and creating stories for their next generation.”
His advice to aspiring accountants underscores his personal beliefs in balancing work
and life, and that is:

+
+
+

Be open-minded and step up to fulfil greater, and at times, diverse roles;
Work hard – increasing productivity is very crucial in the Singapore context;
Learn, contribute and do not be afraid to fail.

Pauline Chee is Manager, Corporate Communications, ISCA.
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Crafting the Art of Goodwill in China

BY

CHONG LUB BUN

NESTLE: A CASE STUDY
Many foreign companies acknowledge that creating goodwill is an important part of
doing business in China. It is, however, a tricky balancing act when it comes to
execution.
Intuitively, the focus of a foreign company is skewed towards enhancing shareholder
value in its joint venture or subsidiary in China. Consequently, creating goodwill to
enhance local stakeholder value becomes subordinated as a strategic priority, or is
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enhance local stakeholder value becomes subordinated as a strategic priority, or is
simply overlooked.
Nestlé’s success in crafting the art of goodwill in China offers useful insights on
striking a balance between local stakeholder and shareholder value, and how the
former can have an accretive effect on the latter.

THE EARLY DAYS
The year was 1986. Nestlé had left the China market in 1949, and it was marking its
re-entry by inking a joint venture in Shuangcheng, a county in Heilongjiang province.
Now, bear in mind that this was 1986 – the Cultural Revolution had ended in 1976,
and China’s experiment with a market economy had only begun earnestly in 1978.
Early days.
Understandably, Nestlé’s first joint venture was not established without any
reservations. As recounted by Mike Garret, Nestlé’s regional head then, “it took us so
long to get to this point (and) we often lost heart”.[1] Notwithstanding, he also wisely
noted that “when a government asks for help, you’re on your way to building up
valuable credit within a society”.[2]
So, on top of building the Shuangcheng factory, Nestlé taught the local farmers a
thing or two about caring for cows, and went about paving roads for local farmers to
deliver milk. For good measure, Nestlé even paid the local farmers promptly for milk
– at a time when poorly-run state-owned enterprises were notorious for being
dreadful paymasters.
It was back to the basics, and another three to four years would go by before the first
Nestlé products eventually rolled off the Shuangcheng production lines in 1990.

20 YEARS TO REACH NO.1
Two decades later, Nestlé Shuangcheng held an open house to showcase its product
safety and quality, which was accompanied by a press release aptly headlined as
“Nestlé’s management of dairy supply chain in China”.[3] No, this Nestlé headline did
not make the front pages of the newspapers that year, but the melamine milk scandal
in China did, and headlines such as “Six thousand babies sick from tainted Chinese
milk”[4] shocked many around the world.
China was gripped by a severe consumer confidence crisis. Against this backdrop,
Nestlé milk products were declared to be safe, and Peter Brabeck-Letmathe, the
Chairman of Nestlé himself, reassuringly proclaimed that “all our products are 100%
safe… sales in China are rather being favoured”.[5]
Nestlé attributed the quality and safety of its products to a few factors, and topping
the list was a “win-win-win partnership between the farmers, local government and
Nestlé”.[6] Driven, as it were, by this tripartite partnership, the Shuangcheng plant
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2912
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COFFEE, IN A SOCIETY OF TEA DRINKERS
Shuangcheng isn’t the only place where Nestlé’s built up “valuable credit within a
society”. As recounted by Patrick Leheup, a Nestlé agronomist, “when the authorities
authorised Nestlé to set up a Nescafe factory at Dongguan, not far from Hong Kong,
they asked our company to bring technical assistance to the coffee farmers in
Yunnan, to develop Arabica production”.[7]
Take note. Yunnan province is in southwest China, at the Myanmar border; it is not
exactly at the doorstep of the factory at Dongguan. Specifically, it is more than 1,000
kilometres away. Furthermore, the Chinese have been drinking tea for centuries, and
Yunnan is one of the largest tea-producing regions in China. This government request
was no mean feat, not even for a company like Nestlé.
Notwithstanding, and true to form, Nestlé started coffee beans development in
Yunnan in 1988.
By 1997, Nestlé had invested some 20 million yuan to create goodwill in Yunnan, and
hundreds of local farmers like Mr Zhou, who had rewarded himself with a new Seiko
watch, were harvesting about 100 tonnes of coffee beans a year and lifted out of
poverty.

HEARTWARMING TALE, WITH STRATEGIC INSIGHTS
Nestlé’s story on crafting the art of goodwill in China is indeed heartwarming, but
there is more to it than kind acts and lofty causes.
Nestlé’s goodwill strategy enables it to manage two tricky issues that many foreign
companies grapple with in China – developing value chain activities to enhance
shareholder value versus discharging corporate social responsibility to enhance local
stakeholder value. Nestlé’s experience has shown that these two issues are not
necessarily mutually exclusive, and that a goodwill investment can also have an
accretive effect on shareholder value.
Just to be clear, a goodwill strategy cannot address all issues. However, Nestlé’s
success in this regard does provide a compelling case for a foreign company to
include goodwill as an integral component of its overall China strategy.

LONG-TERM PURSUIT, TOP-LEVEL COMMITMENT
Nestlé’s corporate social responsibility activities are driven by top level management
impetus – the very top. As articulated by Peter Brabeck-Letmathe and Paul Bulcke,
Chairman and CEO respectively, it is “our firm belief that for a company to prosper
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2912
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Aptly labelled as “Creating Shared Value”, Nestlé’s colossal corporate social
responsibility effort requires it to undertake 38 commitments to address five pressing
global societal issues, and its progress or lack of thereon is tracked by 58 key
performance indicators (KPIs) in a report that is open to public scrutiny. Here is the
point – the “firm belief” of the top brass at Nestlé is spelled out in actionable,
measurable and accountable steps, and these are backed by the full might of Nestlé’s
corporate resources over a long-term time horizon.

KPIS: GOODWILL STRATEGY ASSESSMENT
On top of presenting numbers on its corporate performance in the annual report,
Nestlé also showcased its corporate social responsibility scorecard – 52% reduction in
water discharges, and more than 12,000 farmers sensitised on child labour issues,
among others.
A company should take its cue from Nestlé insofar as measuring its performance is
concerned – it needs to look beyond corporate performance and develop an
additional set of KPIs for its goodwill strategy.
A goodwill strategy will not be effective unless there are appropriate KPIs in place to
firstly, assess the viability of goodwill investments, financial or otherwise; secondly,
track progress and execution thereon, and thirdly, review performance and
recalibrate for improvement.

CONCLUSION
There is a catch though. There is only one Nestlé in the world, and it’s the one that is
based in Vevey, Switzerland, with a market capitalisation of more than US$200 billion.
Of course, money is an important practical consideration. But a foreign company
does not need to have deep pockets to get this right in China. It does mean, however,
that it needs to do so within its budget, and to track this against a basket of relevant
goodwill KPIs.
Budget aside, the circumstances of each foreign company and its China business are
not necessarily the same: different shareholders, stakeholders, value chain activities,
regulations and locations, among others. This means there is no one-size-fits-all
approach, and a foreign company should customise its goodwill strategy accordingly.
Notwithstanding, the underlying principles of a China goodwill strategy are equally
applicable to Nestlé as they are to a foreign company making widgets in China –
present a compelling case to secure buy-in; impetus from the top level; backing of
long-term commitment and resources, and finally, assess, track and recalibrate via
KPIs.
Nestlé thought about its goodwill strategy for China from the day that it set its sights
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2912
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counting. If a foreign company has not already done so, it’s time to start thinking
about its goodwill strategy in China.
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Chong Lub Bun is Director, C Consultancy Limited. He has worked with Chinese
entrepreneurs, Chinese joint ventures and foreign companies in China since 1993,
and is the author of Managing a Chinese Partner: Insights from Global Companies.
This is an abridged version of the article first published in the alumni newsletters of
Manchester Business School and Nanyang Business School.
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release
[4] Moore, Malcolm (2008) “Six thousand babies sick from tainted Chinese milk”,
Telegraph
[5] Reuters (2008) “Nestlé sees positive impact from China milk scandal”, Reuters News
[6] Nestlé (2008) “Nestlé’s management of dairy supply chain in China”, Nestlé press
release
[7] Butler, Reg (2000) “Nescafe operations: Round the world”, Tea & Coffee Trade
Journal (quoting Patrick Leheup, agricultural advisor to the Coffee and Beverage
Strategic Business Unit of Nestlé)
[8] Nestlé (2015) “Nestlé in society, creating shared value and meeting our
commitment 2014”, Nestlé Public Affairs
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The (Evolving) Art of Risk Sensing

BY

THIO TSE GAN

A CASE STUDY IN CYBER SECURITY
Risks of the present and future continue to change as the business world evolves with
technological advancements and innovations. Risk-sensing capabilities and efforts
need to be forward-looking and agile to transform risks arising from economic,
market, regulatory and technological evolutions. A crucial component of a company’s
risk management process, risk sensing supports risk and impact assessment to
address risks across the entire relevant time horizon.
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2915
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Risk sensing helps companies detect emerging risks to be mitigated before potentially
significant damage or costs are incurred. It is also a platform for detecting emerging
trends to enhance understanding of risk/reward tradeoffs inherent in value creation
to improve resource allocations.
To assess the state of risk sensing in large organisations, Deloitte commissioned a
survey[1], with results clearly indicating that organisations have been developing their
risk-sensing capabilities. However, these capabilities vary – as do the risks companies
monitor, the people to whom risk-sensing efforts report to, and the risks they view as
being most important.
The survey also identified that while 80% of respondents use risk-sensing tools, they
are applied least often to strategic risks despite their importance to senior
executives.

BUILDING A ROBUST RISK-SENSING CAPABILITY
The objective of building risk-sensing capabilities is to be able to sieve through
volumes of data for a marker indicating an event, trend or anomaly that should be
looked into for the potential havoc or opportunities it can create in the future. In fact,
the ability to accurately identify relevant activities for their potential risks to an
organisation is crucial for effective strategic risk management.
How can an organisation establish a robust risk-sensing capability with pinpoint
accuracy to flag relevant risk issues for the management’s attention? The following
characteristics exemplify a vigorous risk-sensing capability:

+
+
+
+
+
+

Strategic focus Incorporate a risk perspective for strategic decision making for strategic risk
identification;
Listening posts Together with observable indicators, these enable companies to track trends and
emerging disruptors;
C-suite engagement Senior executives can influence and encourage collaborative risk sensing in
the organisation;
Metrics and tracking Objective baseline measures of risk should be developed so risks can be
tracked against those measures;
Outside-in points of view Outsiders, detached from management’s agendas and biases, can
analyse risks with greater objectivity and expertise than insiders;
Combined technological and human resources Using the best of both worlds – technology and
human analysis – to get the best data and views.

Key risks that affect the organisation’s competitive advantage require greater
attention. Companies should incorporate mechanisms to develop an integrated view
of risks and opportunities, supporting economical, practical and productive
responses.

LOOKING FOR ANOMALIES
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LOOKING FOR ANOMALIES
True risk sensing encompasses detection of rare events and observations.
Technologists have long been using data from systems to perform analysis and detect
abnormalities. However, the approach has not yielded results in thwarting
perpetrators from disrupting, damaging, contaminating, and stealing data. Outliers
need to be investigated with proper indicators and insights from the non-technologist
– a collaboration indispensable to the establishment of a robust risk-sensing
programme.
Consider the following in outlier detection and analysis:

+
+
+

Embrace data scarcity Technologies can compensate for data scarcity and help in monitoring
changes over time;
Build context Consider outliers as an opportunity to refine the organisational vision and
recalibrate context;
Maintain situational awareness Keeping the 5 Ws (who, what, when, where and why) in sight to
avoid complacency in view of evolving business goals and realities.

THE CASE OF CYBER SECURITY
Cyber danger is the risk topic disrupting the agenda of every board and pervading
every business decision. How exactly do we rid ourselves of this apparition of risk in
the age of data and interconnectivity?
Forewarned is forearmed – this is the first step to handling the perils of the cyber
threat landscape. Essentially, cyber risk is the speed at which an organisation’s digital
assets are exchanged without full knowledge of its movements and/or the lack of
situational awareness of external factors that may pose a risk to those assets.
Illustrating the point above are three examples of breaches that exploit an
organisation’s weakest link:

+

In December 2014, the German government’s Federal Office for Information Security reported a
cyber attack that led to failures in plant equipment and a forced shutdown. Using spear phishing[2]
and social engineering, hackers infiltrated the plant’s office network and the mill’s control systems
to cause massive severe physical damage.

+

In February 2015, The New York Times reported the robbery of more than US$300 million from
over 100 banks and financial institutions in 30 nations by the “Carbanak cybergang” over nearly
two years. Using spear phishing, hackers downloaded malware allowing them to trawl the
network, locating employees in charge of the cash transfer systems. Using the administrators’
computer for video surveillance, they learned and recorded every activity required to transfer
money, and mimicked the same activity to cash out millions of dollars.

+

In February and March 2015, two US healthcare insurers reported data breaches totalling over 90
million records of customer data and 11 million clinical data stolen, which could be sold
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underground for insurance fraud. Both organisations were victims of spear phishing and fake
websites used to collect logins and passwords.

In order to develop a risk-sensing programme to monitor strategic risks,
organisations need to first identify their strategic objectives that are sensitive to any
impact that may alter the key forces driving the sector. Organised into six domains,
these key forces have the ability to affect basic drivers of value:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Economic
Regulatory
Customer
Operational
Funding
Technology

Cyber risk impacts all domains strategically in the organisation and needs to be
systematically addressed. The following checklist is developed for an organisation to
establish its own risk-sensing capability or to assess its current capability.
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Building risk-sensing capability in the organisation
A dynamic risk-sensing programme employs advanced analytics and business-driven
risk indicators to identify and monitor events, trends and anomalies in structured and
unstructured data from internal and external sources. By analysing the data against
the organisation’s risk tolerance levels and thresholds using various scenarios, only
those risks most relevant to the organisation’s business leaders and decision makers
are selected for risk mitigation.
Risk sensing is a synergy of human insights and advanced analytics that addresses
emerging risks with detrimental impacts to the organisation’s business model, longterm viability and ability to create value.

Thio Tse Gan is Cyber Security Leader, Deloitte Southeast Asia.

[1]

Risk Sensing: The (evolving) State of the Art survey and report. The survey,
conducted by Forbes Insights on behalf of Deloitte, was administered to more than
155 executives from companies representing all five major industries and geographic
region. Conducted in May/June 2015, the survey targeted companies with revenue of
at least US$1 billion.
[2]

Spear phishing is a variation on phishing in which hackers send emails to groups of
people with specific common characteristics or other identifiers. Spear phishing
emails appear to come from a trusted source but are designed to help hackers obtain
trade secrets or other classified information.
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Trigger Points: Be Alert, Be Ready

BY

JOANNA WONG AND FELIX WONG

KNOW THE TAX IMPLICATIONS AT KEY BUSINESS MILESTONES
A business life cycle is punctuated with a myriad of key milestones. While businesses
focus on achieving financial targets or product development milestones, many
overlook or may even be ignorant of tax implications at various business junctures.

TAX COMPLIANCE
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2918
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At the beginning, even before registering the business name, business owners need
to decide on the type of business to be set up – ranging from a sole proprietorship to
a company – as this has corresponding tax implications in terms of deductions, tax
rates and tax exemptions, to name a few.

DEDUCTIBILITY OF EXPENSES
It is important for business owners to put adequate processes in place to segregate
business and personal expenses. Business expenses are the costs incurred in the
course of running your business, and only deductible business expenses (those that
are wholly and exclusively incurred in the production of income) may be used to
reduce the taxable income.
At a recent Tax Excellence Decoded session organised by the Singapore Institute of
Accredited Tax Professionals, Accredited Tax Advisor (Income Tax and GST) Boey Yoke
Ping, Tax Leader at Baker Tilly TFW LLP, commented, “It is essential to ensure
documentation processes, such as the filing of receipts, are in order and
implemented effectively to ensure the business is not put in an undue tax risk
position at a later stage.”

Accredited Tax Advisor (Income Tax & GST) Boey Yoke Ping, Tax Leader at Baker Tilly TFW LLP

While seemingly straightforward, the segregation of expenses may be quite a
complex affair particularly for first-time business owners. For example, the salary,
bonus, allowances, insurance and medical expenses (subject to conditions) of
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bonus, allowances, insurance and medical expenses (subject to conditions) of
employees are allowable business expenses (which may be claimed as deduction to
reduce the taxable income) for sole proprietorships and partnerships, but the
business owner’s own salary, bonus, allowances, Medisave and CPF contributions,
medical fees, income tax, insurance, and donations are not.

PERSONAL TAX MATTERS
Business owners will also have to grapple with tax-related matters pertaining to their
employees. Specifically, the Return of Employee’s Remuneration (known as Form IR8A
and its accompanying appendices) must be prepared and given to all employees
(including full-time and part-time resident employee, non-resident employee,
resident and non-resident director and pensioner) by March 1 each year. Employees
are required to submit their individual income tax return by April 15 (or April 18 for eFiling).

GST REQUIREMENTS
Businesses should regularly monitor the need for GST registration as they grow. GST
registration is necessary when the business’s taxable turnover for the past 12 months
ending March, June, September or December is more than S$1 million, or when the
business has grounds to reasonably expect its taxable turnover in the next 12 months
to be more than S$1 million.
If a business does not exceed S$1 million in taxable turnover, it may still choose to
voluntarily register for GST after careful consideration of factors such as the profile of
its suppliers (whether they are GST-registered) and the amount of input tax[1] that it
may be able to claim.
It is important for businesses to be clear on when GST registration is required. Errors
in this may result in IRAS reviewing and determining the rightful GST registration
date. Businesses could then be required to account for GST from that date despite
not collecting any GST on such supplies from their customers previously. Business
costs are thus affected.

CROSSING BORDERS
Businesses using Singapore as the regional hub to expand overseas may move goods
and people across borders, or possibly set up overseas entities. These have tax
implications.
Businesses which export more than 50% of their goods may take advantage of the
Major Exporter Scheme (MES). Designed to ease cash flow issues, businesses under
this scheme do not need to incur GST charges on their imports.
It should be noted that when applying for or renewing the application of MES,
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2918
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CROSS-BORDER-RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
There has been heightened scrutiny in this area, especially in view of developments
spearheaded by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) in putting in place measures to minimise base erosion and profit shifting by
businesses moving incomes from high tax jurisdictions to lower tax jurisdictions.
Since the start of 2015, taxpayers in Singapore are required to prepare and keep
contemporaneous transfer pricing documentation. This requirement essentially
stipulates that at the point of a cross-border-related party transaction, there must be
documentation in place to justify the transaction price (which should be comparable
to prices that unrelated parties would have charged in similar circumstances).

CROSS-BORDER STAFF MOVEMENTS
Businesses expanding overseas will have to manage international staff movements as
such movements may have tax implications – both for the business and employee –
not to mention other legislative and remuneration matters.
From a business’s perspective, there are generally three types of policies which are
commonly used to handle international relocation. A tax equalisation policy aims to
ensure the staff relocating pays the same amount of worldwide taxes as if he had
remained in the home country. A tax protection policy, on the other hand, aims to
reimburse the staff for any additional taxes incurred as a result of an international
assignment. Alternatively, businesses may also choose to bear the foreign tax
(partially or fully) for the employee. Regardless of the policy, the overarching
objective is to provide certainty to the employee in terms of his tax obligations.
Beyond personal tax issues, businesses should also be conscious of possible
corporate tax exposures in foreign countries arising from international staff
movements (regardless of whether there is physical office space in the country).

CROSS-BORDER SERVICES
Other than international staff movements, businesses may also engage third parties
in their international operations. Be it consultants, contractors or other professionals,
fees are paid for their services. Such fees could trigger withholding tax obligations.
Withholding tax is a collection mechanism that IRAS uses to collect taxes from foreign
companies or individuals. When a payment of a specified nature (such as royalty,
interest or technical service fee) is made to a person not known to be a resident in
Singapore, a percentage of the payment must be withheld and paid to IRAS by the
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2918
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REPATRIATING PROFITS
Following their expansion to overseas markets, businesses may want to repatriate
profits from abroad. Broadly, companies may choose to repatriate via the “above the
line” or “below the line” methods.
Profits repatriated via “above the line” methods could be in the form of service fees
paid to parent company, interest on borrowings and sale of goods. Issues pertaining
to related-party transactions (such as transfer pricing) should be managed in these
situations.
Profits may also be repatriated via “below the line” methods such as dividend
distribution or branch profit remittance. In these scenarios, taxes are generally borne
by the overseas subsidiary or branch.

SALE OF BUSINESS
The sale of a business may have corporate tax implications for a company or group
(for example, whether the gain on sale is taxable) and could impact its overall
profitability. It may also lead to other corporate tax issues such as the failure to meet
conditions to make use of unutilised tax loss items.
For GST-registered entities, the sale of a business may lead to the question of
whether the business is transferred as a going concern (and thus excluded from GST
obligations). Regardless of whether the business is transferred as a going concern,
the transferor entity is reminded to cancel the GST registration. Separately, personal
tax matters, such as the filing of Form IR8A and Form IR21 (for foreign workers),
should also be considered.

CONCLUSION
It is critical that businesses do not brush tax issues aside as a secondary affair at
every business milestone. An unexpected tax consequence may be costly, if not
crippling, to a business (both in terms of finances as well as manpower resources). Be
Alert. Be Ready.

Joanna Wong is Assistant Director, and Felix Wong is Tax Manager, SIATP. This article
is based on SIATP’s Tax Excellence Decoded session facilitated by Accredited Tax
Advisor (Income Tax & GST) Boey Yoke Ping, Tax Leader at Baker Tilly TFW LLP. For
more tax insights, please visit SIATP.
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[1]

Input tax is the GST that businesses incur on their purchases from GST-registered
suppliers or when they import goods into Singapore.
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When Change Isn’t an Option but a Mandate

BY

BRIAN SOMMER

WHAT BIG DATA IS DOING TO ACCOUNTING
Change often creeps up on us slowly, and then it’s all over us. That’s happening in
accounting circles today particularly as it pertains to big data. And, the changes it’s
triggering will cause fundamental reassessments of what practitioners do and what
accounting educators teach.
Big data has burrowed its way into virtually every aspect of accounting. Businesses
are using it to do a better job of developing budgets, plans, and forecasts. It’s
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are using it to do a better job of developing budgets, plans, and forecasts. It’s
particularly effective in finding potential fraud. It also helps business operations
reduce a number of costs and identify revenue-generation opportunities.

(Big data) is particularly effective in finding potential fraud. It also helps
business operations reduce a number of costs and identify revenuegeneration opportunities.

Businesses are sitting on so much information now that approximately 43% of
firms are selling their big data. But who is valuing such information? Who is making
sure that the sale of such information doesn’t expose a company and its customers or
suppliers to potential privacy issues, security risks and economic harm? Sadly, no one
may be watching these matters.
What is big data? A quick answer might be something that won’t fit in a spreadsheet.
But to be more precise, big data is found in a number of internal and external
sources. It includes operational data from sensors, point-of-sale terminals, financial
transactions and the Internet of Things (IoT) devices. It also includes external data
such as weather, census, economic, and other information. There’s also social media,
social sentiment and review data (for example, TripAdvisor or Yelp reviews) that can
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2921
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be particularly useful in assessing a product or service’s success or failure in the
market. Vast amounts of digital breadcrumbs are generated by web and mobile
users. That big data is instrumental in placing appropriate offers in front of
prospective buyers. And, finally, there is “dark data” – the information companies
already have in abundance (such as email data) but hardly use.

And, more data is coming. With homes getting “smarter” every day, businesses are
embedding Internet connectivity into televisions, watches, thermostats, and more.
Industrial firms are adding smart sensors to equipment, vehicles, and engines. In just
five years’ time, the number of IoT-connected devices will mushroom from a few
billion devices today to 25 billion devices. Each of these devices will have the ability to
generate dozens to millions of pieces of data daily.
From the consumer side, people are generating vast amounts of location, photo, and
comment data every day. With the average smartphone user having over 100 apps,
the amount of data being generated daily is astounding – and growing.
All of this data requires new analytical tools and new skills. Why? Well, not all of this
data shares the same quality, size, and standards you might get with accounting
transactions – yet businesses are using it to make key operational, pricing, and other
decisions. You might be able to read a tweet and see it contains sarcasm, but could a
software programme determine that? Some product reviews may have been written
by a non-existent person or someone hired to post positive content. Assessing the
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by a non-existent person or someone hired to post positive content. Assessing the
quality and usefulness of some big data will be a continuing challenge.
Adding to the challenge is that financial accounting technology is facilitating the use
of these new data sources and types.
Newer financial systems have been designed quite differently from their constrained
predecessors. The predecessor systems aren’t relevant in a world where disk storage,
computer memory, and throughput are no longer expensive, time-consuming or
constrained. Moore’s Law has converged with new technology capabilities to create
financial accounting systems that can consume virtually unlimited amounts and kinds
of data – not just basic accounting transaction data. The new software uses inmemory database technology and Hadoop, and billions of records can now be read,
summed, and reported in nanoseconds.

What this means is that all of those prior systems just aren’t that relevant in a world
where disk storage, computer memory and throughput are no longer expensive,
time-consuming or constrained. Moore’s Law has converged with new technology
capabilities to create a financial accounting environment that can incorporate and
use more than just basic accounting transaction data. Big data has been built into the
new accounting software.
There are also new tools that supplement the new financial applications. There are
data visualisation tools, sophisticated fraud detection tools, continuous auditing
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data visualisation tools, sophisticated fraud detection tools, continuous auditing
software products, etc. There are tools to access massive amounts of social media
data. Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning applications have been deployed to
handle the more mundane aspects of invoice presentation and transaction coding.
These same smart technologies are using big data, algorithms, and pattern
recognition to also spot potential fraud issues. The list goes on and on.
The issue for accountants and accounting educators is no longer “Is this big data
thing real?” but “How do we get our heads around it?”

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PROFESSION
The arrival of these new technologies and big data stores is not and will not be an
incremental or easily digestible change for many. These new capabilities are
disrupting the status quo everywhere – including education, business, and technology
providers.
Within businesses, a number of firms are finding that their current mix of old, looselyintegrated technologies is wholly out of sync with the needs of the more modern,
more digitally-driven firm. Their current systems, which were designed for the
Industrial Age, are a veritable dog’s breakfast of redundant, poorly-interfaced
software with too much data latency. Before these firms can utilise more big data,
they’ll need to dramatically modernise their financial accounting infrastructure.
The skills required to make something from big data will be a challenge for many
employers and educators alike. Businesses will need people with outstanding
statistics knowledge as well as insights into algorithms, social sciences, and other
disciplines. People will need to understand not just the dollars and cents behind a
transaction, but also how all of the other data in and around the transaction came
together.
How data is valued will become a hot topic, as will be the issues regarding the privacy,
collection, retention, security, and sale of this information. Businesses will need
executives capable of researching, creating, and enforcing guidelines where none
previously existed.
And, every business will see big data impact virtually every process within the
company. Big data feeds are already common inputs to sourcing, recruiting,
marketing, and other processes. Does your firm understand what its future processes
should be like? Does it know where it will get the datasets for these modern
processes?

The issue for accountants and accounting educators is no longer “Is this
big data thing real?” but “How do we get our heads around it?”
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Finally, big data will affect auditing in a couple of ways. For instance, the technologies
that allow companies to parse vast amounts of data will also permit internal and
external auditors to continuously review every economic transaction impacting a
firm. Auditors may want to consider social sentiment data when assessing a
company’s status as an ongoing entity. And, a number of fraud detection tools are
using big data to spot actions such as insider trading, travel expense reimbursement
fraud, and more.
Big data is already driving change. Is your organisation keeping pace or getting left
behind?

Brian Sommer is Founder, TechVentive Inc. He is an IT industry analyst who covers
the Finance and HR sectors. Copyright December 2015 by the International
Federation of Accountants (IFAC). All rights reserved. Used with permission of IFAC.
Contact permissions@ifac.org for permission to reproduce, store, or transmit this
document.
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Sustainability and Materiality Reporting

BY

KRISHNA SADASHIV

ARE WE THERE YET?
Globally, there is clear evidence of a growing reliance on non-financial information by
investors, who more than ever, are considering non-financial performance to draw
conclusions on value and better inform and underpin their decisions. Yet, many
organisations still fail to meet investor expectations in terms of availability – and
quality – of their reporting on environmental, social and economic sustainability
performance.
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performance.
Although sustainability practices and reporting has seen much integration over the
years, there’s no “holy grail” to the reporting, with some companies doing it in
Singapore but many others still not. Further, it may be easy to demonstrate numbers
and achievements in sustainability but the crux lies in the materiality and quality of
disclosures, and how those disclosures ultimately add value to the readers in lending
business insights.
A 2015 EY study of the top 50 companies on the Singapore Exchange (SGX) revealed
that there is significant room for improvement in sustainability reporting in
Singapore: only 60% of the top 50 SGX-listed companies report their sustainability
performance. Of these, 47% produced unbalanced reports – providing one-sided
views of their sustainability performance, focusing solely on positive progress and
corporate social responsibility (CSR) programmes and failing to mention challenges,
negative performance, missed goals and areas of performance.
Forty-three percent produced reports that were fairly balanced, with many disclosing
sustainability data and commenting on areas where performance targets had not
been met. Just 10% produced reports that could be considered truly balanced –
providing a wide range of performance data, disclosure on whether specific targets
were met, and any negative impact of the company’s operations and how these
impacts were managed.
Some businesses may think that a report should only tell pink stories. A quality report
should disclose facts, be transparent and concise, and tell it as it is. For example,
companies with previous slip-ups can take the chance to rectify and improve on them
while simultaneously outlining to stakeholders the corrective policy being put in
place. This presents a great branding and communication opportunity to restore and
boost credibility.
There is also a need to debunk the misconception about the difficulty in producing
quality sustainability reports. Many think that the process is complicated, costly, timeconsuming and requires a lot of effort. However, the curve is actually not that
insurmountable. With a logical concept and intuitive planning, it is easier than one
thinks.
Indeed, the quality of sustainability reporting is a continuum. Different companies are
on different parts of this continuum – some have yet to start; others are disclosing
some information but far from reporting what truly matters.

PLACING EMPHASIS ON MATERIALITY
To ensure quality in their sustainability reporting, companies must first need to know
what aspects of sustainability are considered as material to them.
The emphasis on materiality in recent times signals a clear change from sustainability
reporting of the past, where companies, aiming to report on the “triple bottom line”
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2924
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The definition of “material” is based on the threshold at which an issue becomes
important enough to a company and its stakeholders. Matters that cross that
threshold are treated as material and these may include matters of qualitative
importance – not just tangible units – too. Companies should capture those matters
that impact their largest stakeholders, discuss within departments and report these
in detail.
In EY’s report, it was found that 83% of SGX-listed companies that disclosed
sustainability initiatives reported on aspects that were identified as material to their
organisation. However, only 63% of them provided evidence of the actual process to
identify these issues – and that is an area that continues to require work.

GETTING READY FOR “COMPLY OR EXPLAIN”
With the SGX implementing the “comply or explain” rule to sustainability reporting
and disclosures by 2017, it is expected that there will be a substantial shift in the level
of sustainability disclosures in Singapore.
However, compliance in itself cannot be the only motivation. The bigger reason for
companies to invest in quality sustainability reporting must be that the world is now
more sensitive to sustainability issues and that Singapore companies are now very
much a part of the global supply chain. Whether it is of their own accord or
succumbing to business operations, businesses have to embrace sustainability
practices. Once they start to operate more sustainably, they will naturally have more
to report on.
As more organisations integrate sustainability concerns into their core business
strategy, it is expected that there will be greater alignment of financial and nonfinancial reporting. Integrated reporting that links financial results with the business
context will continue to gain popularity as companies respond to growing demands
by sophisticated investors for such information.

Krishna Sadashiv is ASEAN Leader and Partner, Climate Change and Sustainability
Services, Ernst & Young LLP in Singapore. The views reflected in this article are his
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the global EY organisation or its member
firms.
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People Risk, a Top Challenge in Asia
BY

STRATEGICRISK

IS THERE A SOLUTION?
Human capital issues abound in Asia. A region-wide fight for talent, combined with an
ageing population and shortage of skilled workers, makes people risk a top concern
for risk professionals, according to StrategicRISK’s Asia Risk Report 2015.
Singapore-based risk manager Roland Teo said he is not at all surprised that AsiaPacific risk managers chose “attracting and retaining a talented workforce” as one of
their top concerns for operating in the region. “You can have the best machines, the
best methods (policy and processes) and materials (resources), but when you do not
have the best manpower (right people in place), it is the biggest risk,” he said.
Mr Teo pointed out that in very specialised sectors like healthcare, the demand for
highly-trained professionals like doctors, nurses and allied health workers is high but
supply is extremely scarce. “Even after they are onboard, you have to ensure that
they are not unduly stretched, which may result in the compromise of patient safety
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they are not unduly stretched, which may result in the compromise of patient safety
and care,” he said. “We need to ensure that the entire eco system is there to support
(them) and have long-term strategies.”
Remuneration is obviously a big factor in retaining talented people but another
pressing issue is how well managers are managing their staff. Are they creating
career paths? Are they delivering useful feedback? Are they providing staff with a
sense of purpose in the company? Organisations that are very good at engaging their
employees, through performance management and clear discussions around career
paths and opportunities, are on the right track; those that aren’t tend to experience
higher turnover ratios.

“ERA OF TRANSITION”
Myanmar Brewery’s head of risk management, processes and internal controls Jagath
Guru said that the region’s people risk is compounded by a “generational problem”.
“Where the workforce is concerned, we are at the era of transition between
Generation X and the new Generation Y, who tend to get bored easily with the
monotonous function after working for a short stint and thereafter, are always
looking out for a better work role, different environment and better perks,” he
argued.
“The phenomenon now is that even if we are able to substitute the ageing workforce,
there is a very high probability that these new substitutes may not remain for long,
particularly with the emergence of the pulling factor of new competitors in the
market who potentially seek the shortest route to market by engaging in the
increased activities of pinching and poaching their competitors’ employees by
offering them better perks. Hence, this calls for a succession-planning programme
being put in place and ensuring business continuity.”

Team-building activities and company-wide initiatives help to engender
a positive work environment.

For Yum! Brands in China, managing people risk is all about prevention. The firm’s
risk and insurance manager Richard Zhang said, “We’ve worked hard to develop a
unique company culture to make sure (Yum! Brands) has an attractive company
culture and our employees like to stay and work here. This company’s culture is
unique because we’re an American-based company but (the culture) is mixed with
western style and Chinese culture, so people can very easily fit into the environment
and also have an advantage to touch base with a different culture, which is a great
advantage.”
Team-building activities and company-wide initiatives help to engender a positive
work environment, said Mr Zhang. “People are recognised, rewarded and thanked for
their help or work. It really lets people feel that they belong to the team and their
work has been recognised,” he explained. Another mitigation strategy has been
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work has been recognised,” he explained. Another mitigation strategy has been
changing Yum! Brands staff directory and keeping the details confidential. “This is
because staff were frequently being called by recruiters and rival firms, who had easy
and direct access to the individuals they were looking to poach,” he explained.

DRAIN ON PROFITABILITY
Companies are limited in what they can do to deal with poaching, according to Mr
Teo. “This is an economic policy and structural issue that industry leaders,
representatives of employees and employers, and the government have to work on,”
he said. “I think firms and industry leaders should be taking the lead to engage the
industry and government with holistic solutions. Some of these can be addressed
through education or training, deployment and productivity.”
Workforce issues relating to business expansion can also result in a massive drain on
the ongoing profitability of a business. MTR China and international business safety
manager Vincent Ho said that as businesses go global, “many operations start to see
their workplace expand into unknown territories and also in areas where skilful
labour is a scarce resource. People risk can significantly affect the quality standard of
a company and cause immediate effect on the bottom line”.
Human capital issues can strike at the heart of risk management itself. PARIMA
chairman Franck Baron said that the region “deserves to have a strong community of
risk managers. (However), when it comes to skills, experience, knowhow and
knowledge, there is still a lot to do to ensure that our workforce in Asia is up to
speed,” he said.

“People risk can significantly affect the quality standard of a company
and cause immediate effect on the bottom line”

This article has been reproduced with the permission of StrategicRisk, the leading risk
management publication in Asia and Europe, where it was first published.
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Accounting Prudence

BY

TAN BOON SENG AND LOW KIN YEW

THE SUBSTANCE OF THE DEBATE
Before standards became de rigueur for the accounting profession, there were
accounting principles and conventions. Conservatism was one of those and it found
its way into the core of standard-setting through the Conceptual Framework with a
new label called “prudence”.
This article arises from our research on one of the most difficult questions in the
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This article arises from our research on one of the most difficult questions in the
Exposure Draft for the 2015 IASB Conceptual Framework – Do you support the
proposal to reintroduce an explicit reference to the notion of prudence and to state
that prudence is important in achieving neutrality?
In the recent Exposure Draft of the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB)’s
2015 Conceptual Framework (henceforth the 2015 Exposure Draft), prudence is
defined in Section 2.18 as “the exercise of caution when making judgements under
conditions of uncertainty. The exercise of prudence means that assets and income
are not overstated and liabilities and expenses are not understated. Equally, the
exercise of prudence does not allow for the understatement of assets and income or
the overstatement of liabilities and expenses, because such misstatements can lead
to the overstatement of income or the understatement of expenses in future
periods”. In the research literature, conservatism is often defined as having a “higher
standard of veriﬁability for recognition of gains than for losses”, which results in early
recognition of probable losses and incurred expenditures but postponed recognition
of revenue until it is verifiable.[1] Examining these definitions, IASB’s position in 2015
was that prudence is neutral. In contrast, conservatism is asymmetric.
On the other hand, the 2010 IASB Conceptual Framework makes no reference to the
concept of either prudence or conservatism. The reason for their omission – stated in
the Basis for Conclusions on Chapter 3 of the 2010 IASB Conceptual Framework
(BC3.27) – is that prudence or conservatism is inconsistent with neutrality.[2]
Neutrality is the notion that accounting amounts yet to be verified are not overstated
or understated. The omission caused some outcry in the accounting community. The
2015 Exposure Draft is seeking public support “to reintroduce an explicit reference to
the notion of prudence and to state that prudence is important in achieving
neutrality”.

CAN PRUDENCE PROMOTE NEUTRALITY?
As defined in the 2015 Exposure Draft, prudence is neutral, but existing accounting
standards have many instances of asymmetry. Why is that so?
There is often a trade-off between verifiability and timeliness under conditions of
uncertainty. In practice, not all accounting amounts can be verified with certainty at
the point of recognition and measurement (example, warranty expense). Confidence
in the measurement of these accounting amounts often increases over time as
uncertainties surrounding them resolve. How then should accountants exercise
caution when providing measurements under uncertainties? Many existing standards
do so by requiring accounting treatments that delay gain recognition but expedite
loss recognition, and consequently, also defer asset recognition and accelerate
liability recognition. For example, IAS 2 Inventories measures inventory at the lower
of cost and net realisable value, which recognises immediately all unrealised loss but
not unrealised gain on inventory – a treatment that is asymmetric rather than
neutral. Other examples of asymmetric accounting treatment include IAS 37
Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets, which applies stricter criteria
to recognise contingent assets than contingent liabilities, and IAS 36 Impairment of
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2930
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to recognise contingent assets than contingent
liabilities, and IAS 36 Impairment of
Assets, which recognises an unrealised loss in the value of an asset but does not
recognise unrealised gain.
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There is often a trade-off between verifiability and timeliness under
conditions of uncertainty. In practice, not all accounting amounts can
be verified with certainty at the point of recognition and measurement.

Will adopting neutral prudence in the Conceptual Framework lead to accounting
standards that produce neutral accounting information over time?

NEUTRALITY AT ALL COST?
The outcry over removing the prudence concept in the 2010 Conceptual Framework
indicates other economic considerations are at work. One such consideration is the
use of accounting information in writing contracts that typically have two
characteristics – first, one party has more private information than the other party;
second, there is a limit on the benefit or cost accruing to one party.
For instance, accounting information is used in debt contracting – to limit dividend
payouts, capital expenditures, asset sales, or the issuance of additional debts –
through contractual covenants. In a lender-borrower scenario, the lender receives
only the principal and interest as returns for his loans. Advocates of asymmetric
accounting are of the view that it helps to protect lenders’ interest under the
presumption that lenders know less about the quality of the accounting information
than borrowers.
Suppose net gain is used as the dividend pool. In asymmetric accounting, this pool
consists of the verifiable gains less verifiable and unverifiable losses. To maintain
neutrality, this pool would become larger with the exclusion of unverifiable losses. All
or some of the unverifiable losses in the neutral dividend pool may later materialise
after the dividend payout, whereas asymmetric accounting can help to provide
protection (to a certain level) on the lenders’ interests even if the lenders know less
about the quality of accounting information than the borrowers.
One may ask – Why can’t the debt holder make adjustments for their limited payoff
when using neutral information? Given the presumption that the lenders know less
about the quality of accounting information than the borrowers, lenders may end up
restricting lending by too much or raising interest too high, thus producing less than
optimal economic outcomes.

THE SUBSTANCE OF THE DEBATE
3/5
At the core, the substance of the debate on whether accounting prudence is neutral is
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At the core, the substance of the debate on whether accounting prudence is neutral is
rooted in two different views on the primary use of accounting information.[3]
The first view supports neutrality by arguing that the primary role of accounting
information is to help investors in capital allocation. Hence, accounting information
should be decision-useful (relevance) and faithfully represent the economics of the
business in an unbiased manner (neutrality).
The second view argues that accounting information is used in a wide variety of
contracts to enable the allocation of resources, including capital, to their best uses. In
economics, this refers to a state in which every resource is optimally allocated while
minimising waste and inefficiency.
The outcry over the removal of prudence arises from the recognition of the important
role which asymmetric accounting plays in contracting arrangements.

ISCA urged IASB to provide more guidance to facilitate consistent
application of the concept of neutrality to deter selective accounting for
achieving desired outcomes.

CONCLUSION
There are strong advocates for the capital allocation view (which requires neutrality)
and the contracting view (which requires asymmetry).
Several factors contribute to IASB’s leaning towards the capital allocation view – the
increasing importance of capital markets, the desire for convergence with US GAAP
which adopts the capital allocation view, and concern that deviation from neutrality
corrupts faithful representation of accounting information.[4] The IASB’s Charter,
paragraphs 44-45, acknowledge that:[5]
“Although the IASB’s objectives for financial reporting focus mainly on investors, it
also understands that general purpose financial reports are used for many other
purposes. General purpose financial reports are often referred to in contracts
between banks and their business customers… It is not the responsibility of the IASB
to meet the objectives of these other bodies.”
The debate on accounting prudence will likely continue even after the third
Conceptual Framework is issued. In the comment letter to the 2015 Exposure Draft,
ISCA urged IASB to provide more guidance to facilitate consistent application of the
concept of neutrality to deter selective accounting for achieving desired outcomes.
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Tan Boon Seng is Assistant Director, Research, ISCA, and Low Kin Yew is Associate
Professor of Accounting, Nanyang Business School, Nanyang Technological University.

[1]

Watts R.L. (2006) “What Has the Invisible Hand Achieved?”, Accounting and
Business Research, Vol. 36(1): 51–61

[2]

The 2010 Basis for Conclusions does not define either prudence or conservatism
and use both terms interchangeably. In contrast, the 2015 Exposure Draft
distinguishes the two concepts.
[3]

In research literature, the first view is the value relevance view and the second
view is the contractual view.
[4]

In particular, Hans Hoogervorst, IASB Chair, is wary of “cookie jar accounting”
arising from reserves for unverifiable losses; p.3 of the speech at http://goo.gl/9RdQJt
[5]

http://goo.gl/bKo8FU
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A New Frontier for Auditors

BY

DR BARRY JAY EPSTEIN

AUDITING IN THE PRESENCE OF “DARK TRIAD” PERSONALITIES
Recent developments in behavioural science research dealing with non-normal
personality types have major potential to impact the practice of auditing. The
existence, and frequency of occurrence within executive ranks, of so-called “dark
triad” personality types challenges the logic of applying the commonly-cited fraud risk
models. Even the well-known “Cressey Fraud Triangle”, which has been integrated
into international standards on auditing, may not be very helpful when auditing in the
presence of “dark triad” personalities.
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presence of “dark triad” personalities.
Psychology has identified at least three non-normal (or deviant) personality types, the
so-called “dark triad”, whose behaviours may imply different risk profiles impacting
on audit (and financial reporting fraud) risk assessments, engagement planning and
audit execution. These deviant categories of dysfunctional or destructive personality
characteristics have been classified under the terms narcissism, Machiavellianism,
and psychopathy.
The narcissistic personality is characterised by grandiosity, pride, egotism, and a lack
of empathy for others. Such persons are found to be excessively preoccupied with
personal adequacy, power, prestige and vanity, and are mentally unable to see the
destruction they are causing to themselves and others. Historically, this was denoted
as megalomania, and was deemed to be an exaggerated variant of egocentrism.
The Machiavellian personality is characterised by manipulation and exploitation of
others; a cynical disregard for morality, and a focus on self-interest and deception.
Machiavellians are temperamentally predisposed to be calculating, conniving, and
deceptive. They are essentially amoral, using other people as stepping-stones to
reach their goals. Their tactics include charm, friendliness, self-disclosure, guilt, and
even pressure. Although they prefer to use subtle tactics, when possible, to mask
their true intentions and provide a basis for plausible denial if they are detected, they
have been known to use pressure and threats when necessary.
Lastly, the psychopathic personality is characterised by enduring anti-social
behaviour, impulsivity, selfishness, callousness, and remorselessness. Persons having
this personality disorder commonly exhibit glibness or superficial charm, a grandiose
sense of self-worth, a heightened need for stimulation and a low threshold for
boredom, a pathological inclination for lying, shallowness of emotional response, lack
of empathy, a parasitic lifestyle, poor behavioural controls, a lack of realistic longterm goals, the failure to accept responsibility for their actions, and criminal
versatility.
Of the three “dark triad” archetypes, psychopathy is conceded as being the “darkest”.
Although the three aberrant personalities are distinct, some of the traits are found in
more than one profile, and over time, there has been some “construct creep” –
caused by the fact that the three concepts share a conceptual resemblance and
because their common measures overlap empirically.
Examples of “dark triad” fraud perpetrators abound, although speculations about
specific individuals in the popular press are not necessarily accurate. However,
research finds that the personalities of some 5% of the general population – but 20%
of those in executive positions – fit one or another of the “dark triad” types. This
means that auditors have a substantial likelihood of having to deal with such persons
in the context of routine audit engagements. The common fraud risk models are
arguably not applicable in such circumstances, and auditors who rely thereon for
audit scoping decisions will therefore likely fail in their efforts to control audit risk at
the intended low level.
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2933
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HOW “DARK TRIAD” PERSONALITIES INTERFACE WITH AUDIT FRAUD RISK
MODELS
Auditing standards require that auditors consider the risk of fraud as a part of their
assessment of internal control risk. Although auditors can select from a number of
frameworks hypothesising the varying proclivities of management to engage in asset
thefts and/or fraudulent financial reporting actions, ISA 240 The Auditor’s
Responsibilities Relating to Fraud in an Audit of Financial Statements, adopts the wellknown “Fraud Triangle” model first propounded by criminologist Donald Cressey over
60 years ago. This model theorises that the confluence of three factors may increase
the likelihood that fraud will indeed occur. These factors are: a perceived need or
pressure, a perceived opportunity, and the ability to rationalise such behaviour.
The logic of this model is manifest, even if direct observations of perceived pressure
or the ability to rationalise are almost impossible. A manager, carrying a burden that
cannot be shared (example, a sick child needing expensive treatments; a gambling
addiction), sees an opportunity to, say, perpetrate vendor fraud with the help of a
friend outside the company, because controls over ordering, receiving, and
authorising payments are weak. The prospective fraud perpetrator – who has a
normal, “non-dark triad” personality – needs the ability to rationalise his theft and
accompanying financial reporting fraud in order to resolve any resulting internal
conflict. The rationalisation often takes the form of obtaining just compensation for
resentment over “unfair” pay raises, seemingly excessive compensation paid or
privileges granted to others, and so forth.
It is now common practice that auditors consider whether the elements of the
Cressey Fraud Triangle have been observed in a given audit situation, and use an
enumeration of such indications to guide the making of audit scope decisions.
However, even if it were practical to observe each of the three Cressey factors, left
unexplored would be the potential effects of abnormal personality types in key
management positions.
The concern that traditional models might be inapplicable under abnormal
personality conditions can be readily illustrated using the Fraud Triangle. One could
argue that an aberrant personality – say, a psychopath or sociopath, a person lacking
a conscience – would not need to rationalise his/her behaviour, and in fact, might not
even require a perceived need or unshareable burden to engage in fraud, if only an
opportunity presents itself. In this extreme case, the Fraud Triangle might collapse to
a singularity, with rather obvious – and very worrisome – implications regarding the
need for effective controls. Under such conditions, the only thing standing between a
fraud perpetrator with a “dark triad” personality and the commission of fraud is
opportunity.

Given the primacy and centrality of one or more individuals in the
perpetration of fraud, the profession may now stand at the threshold of
a breakthrough innovation in fraud risk assessment based on nonnormal personality factors.
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normal personality factors.

One implication of this observation is that, if the subject is a normal personality,
controls might only have to be of modest effectiveness to eliminate obvious
opportunities for fraud, because in terms of the Cressey model, even if some
moderate opportunities exist as a consequence of less-than-fully-effective controls,
the managers still won’t commit fraud unless they coincidentally have both a pressing
need and the ability to rationalise a dishonest act. On the other hand, if the subject is
a psychopath or sociopath, there is only one possible barrier – absolute absence of
opportunity – that will serve to protect the company.
To fully employ the mandated risk-based auditing strategy, it is important that all
factors contributing to risk be explicated, addressed, and, if possible, systematically
measured – including the impact of deviant personalities, if potentially bearing upon
fraud or other risks. This has not historically been the practice, and may represent a
major opportunity for the profession to improve the effectiveness of audits as greater
understanding of the non-standard personality types and their relationships to fraud
risk accumulates. Given the primacy and centrality of one or more individuals in the
perpetration of fraud, the profession may now stand at the threshold of a
breakthrough innovation in fraud risk assessment based on non-normal personality
factors.

HOW AUDITORS CAN BEGIN TO ADDRESS “DARK TRIAD” PERSONALITIES
As a first step, practising auditors should strive to become educated about these
abnormal personalities and the impact they could have on audit risk. This will require
new focus on areas that heretofore have played little or no part in accounting
curricula – areas which may well strike many practitioners and even academicians as
being of scant relevance to the mainstream concerns of accounting and auditing –
and which may well be resisted. However, the profession’s experience in finding, and
more importantly in failing to find, evidence of fraud suggests that the current lack of
awareness should not be maintained. The equivalent of as little as one college course
of materials, perhaps integrated into several classes, could serve this purpose,
conveying a decent understanding of behavioural cues and personality diagnoses, to
be operationalised in actual audit settings.

The goal would be to develop and then implement tools to identify
these deviant personalities so that audit risk assessments would reflect
the differential impact such personalities could have on the entity’s
financial reporting.

A better understanding of personality characteristics, even if only informally or
partially implemented by auditors, could lead to significant improvement in fraud risk
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2933
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improvement in fraud risk
assessments and hence in audit scope decisions. Later, as more sophisticated,
formalised personality characteristic assessment practices come to be employed, yet
further improvements in fraud risk assessment processes in the context of even
routine financial audits are almost certain to be achieved. Interestingly, a focus by
auditors on personality factors are unlikely to go unnoticed by potential predatory
and mercenary personality types, and so itself may potentially have a deterrent effect
on fraud.
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Longer term, fraud risk assessment tools need to be developed or fine-tuned to cope
with the implications of having managers possessing abnormal personality profiles in
positions where fraud could take place and go undetected, at least in the near term.
The goal would be to develop and then implement tools to identify these deviant
personalities so that audit risk assessments would reflect the differential impact such
personalities could have on the entity’s financial reporting. Ideally, such observational
or measurement techniques would be unobtrusive, but this may present the greatest
impediment to successful integration into audit practice. To achieve this, there will be
a need for further research, to further the practical application of the concepts and
concerns discussed above.
Every journey of a thousand miles, according to Lao Tzu, begins with a single step.

Barry Jay Epstein, PhD CPA CFF, is a Principal at Epstein + Nach LLC, located in
Chicago, USA. He is the author or co-author of over 60 editions of three standard
reference works on US GAAP and IFRS, and on auditing, as well as over 50 published
articles in leading legal and professional accounting journals.
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ISCA WELCOME IASB’S CONSULTATION ON ITS WORK PLAN
ISCA believes that it is pertinent for IASB to engage stakeholders on a regular basis,
so as to stay relevant in the marketplace. ISCA also supports IASB’s evidence-based
approach to standard-setting to better address stakeholders’ needs and also
minimise unnecessary changes to the standards.
IASB SHINES LIGHT ON LEASES BY BRINGING THEM ONTO THE BALANCE SHEET
IASB has issued a new accounting Standard, IFRS 16 Leases. It replaces IAS 17 Leases
and its related interpretations, and is a major revision of the way in which companies
account for leases. Entities are required to apply IFRS 16 for annual periods beginning
on or after 1 January 2019 with early application permitted (only if IFRS 15 Revenue
from Contracts with Customers is applied).
IASB ISSUES NARROW-SCOPE AMENDMENTS TO IAS 12
The amendments, Recognition of Deferred Tax Assets for Unrealised Losses, clarify
how to account for deferred tax assets related to debt instruments measured at fair
value. Entities are required to apply the amendments for annual periods beginning
on or after 1 January 2017. Earlier application is permitted.
IASB AND ASC POSTPONE ACCOUNTING CHANGES FOR ASSOCIATES AND JV
IASB has postponed the date when entities must change some aspects of how they
account for transactions between investors and associates or joint ventures until
completion of broader review. The postponement applies to changes introduced by
the IASB in 2014 through narrow-scope amendments to IFRS 10 and IAS 28. This
announcement removes the current requirement to make these particular changes
by 2016.
In Singapore, ASC has also deferred the effective date for the amendments to IFRS 10
and IAS 28 accordingly.
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ISCA ISSUES AMENDED SSAs RELATING TO ADDRESSING DISCLOSURES
The amendments to the standards relating to addressing disclosures in the audit of
financial statements encompass changes to 10 SSAs and conforming amendments to
five other SSAs. The amendments are effective for audits of financial statements for
periods ending on or after 15 December 2016.
IAASB SEEKS FEEDBACK ON STANDARD-SETTING ACTIVITIES TO ENHANCE AUDIT
QUALITY
This Invitation to Comment highlights the IAASB’s discussions on the topics of
professional scepticism, quality control and group audits, and indicates potential
standard-setting activities that could enhance audit quality. Comments are due on 16
May 2016.
IAASB FINALISES CHANGES FOR AUDITOR REPORTING ON SPECIAL PURPOSE
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
IAASB has released ISA 800 (Revised) and ISA 805 (Revised). The amendments are
limited to providing clarity about how the new and revised auditor reporting
standards apply in the context of special purpose financial statements and are not
intended to substantively change the underlying premise of these engagements. Both
standards are effective for audits of financial statements for periods ending on or
after 15 December 2016.

ISCA ISSUES EP 100 IG 1 ON NON-ASSURANCE SERVICES TO AUDIT OR ASSURANCE
CLIENT
With the objective of supporting the accountancy profession implement the
requirements in EP 100, in particular the acknowledgement of management
responsibility for non-assurance services by client management when public
accountants provide non-assurance services to audit or assurance clients, ISCA has
developed EP 100 Implementation Guidance 1.
IESBA PROPOSES RESTRUCTURING OF CODE; ENHANCES PROVISIONS RELATED TO
SAFEGUARDS
IESBA has released two Exposure Drafts (EDs) proposing key enhancements to
fundamental aspects of the Code of Ethics. The first ED proposes a new structure and
drafting conventions for the Code. The second ED enhances requirements and
application material pertaining to the application of the Code’s conceptual framework2/3
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application material pertaining to the application of the Code’s conceptual framework
with respect to safeguards.

ACRA ISSUES APB NO. 1 AND PD NO. 6 OF 2015

+
+

Audit Practice Bulletin No. 1 of 2015
Practice Direction No. 6 of 2015

ACRA PUBLISHES DRAFT SUBSIDIARY LEGISLATION FOR PHASE 2 OF COMPANIES
(AMENDMENT) ACT AND BNR ACT
These legislations take effect on 3 January 2016:
(a) Phase 2 of the Companies (Amendment) Act 2014;
(b) Business Names Registration Act, and
(c) Statutes (Miscellaneous Amendment) (No. 2) Act.
The supporting subsidiary legislation have been gazetted on 31 December 2015.
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TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE
GOODWILL ACCOUNTING

Don’s Column: Goodwill Accounting

BY

NG ENG JUAN

SOME MEASUREMENT ISSUES
Goodwill is defined in Financial Reporting Standard 103 Business Combinations (FRS
103) as “an asset representing the future economic benefits arising from other assets
acquired in a business combination that are not individually identified and separately
recognised” (Appendix A of FRS 103). Measurement of goodwill is also provided for in
FRS 103.
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2939
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In “Goodwill Accounting: A Conceptual Approach”, published in the February issue of
this journal, I proposed a simple conceptual framework for goodwill accounting. In
this article, I will discuss some measurement issues in relation to goodwill, and
suggest some solutions.
FRS 103 provides that goodwill at the acquisition date should be measured as
(assuming no step acquisition) the excess of the aggregate of the consideration
transferred and the amount of non-controlling interest over the identifiable net
assets acquired (paragraph 32).
In mathematical formula, the requirement of paragraph 32 may be presented as
follows:
Goodwill at acquisition date = parent’s cost of acquisition plus non-controlling
interest less fair value of identifiable net assets of subsidiary acquired
Alternatively, the mathematical formula may be presented as follows:
Goodwill at acquisition date = (parent’s cost of acquisition less parent’s share of the
fair value of net identifiable assets of subsidiary acquired) plus (non-controlling
interest less non-controlling interest’s share of the fair value of identifiable net assets
of subsidiary acquired)
It may be noted that the measurement of goodwill at acquisition date is very much
affected by the measurement of non-controlling interest.
FRS 103 provides for two measurement bases for non-controlling interest at
acquisition date. Specifically, FRS 103 provides that acquisition-date non-controlling
interest (assuming it comprises only ordinary shares) may be measured at either (i)
its fair value, or (ii) its proportionate share of the fair value of identifiable net assets
of subsidiary acquired (paragraph 19).
To illustrate, assume the following case:
P Ltd acquires 90% of S Ltd for $360 million. At acquisition date, S Ltd’s balance sheet
comprises Land carried at cost of $100 million, and Share capital of $100 million
(comprising 100 million ordinary shares issued at $1.00 per share). Assume that on
this date, S Ltd has a Brand with fair value of $100 million and its land has a fair value
of $200 million. Assume further that the fair value of the shares held by noncontrolling interest is measured at $3.80 each.
It may be deduced from the data in the above illustration that S Ltd has nonidentifiable assets (goodwill) of $100 million. That is the reason why P Ltd paid $360
million to acquire its 90% interest in S Ltd [90% x ($200 million for Land + $100 million
for Brand + $100 million for Goodwill) = $360 million].
In the above illustration, acquisition-date non-controlling interest may be measured
based on its fair value of $38 million (10 million shares x $3.80), or measured based
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2939
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If acquisition-date non-controlling interest is measured based on its fair value of $38
million, goodwill will be $98 million, being parent’s share of the goodwill of $90
million (parent’s cost of investment of $360 million less parent’s share of the fair
value of identifiable net assets of subsidiary of $270 million [90% x ($200 million for
Land + $100 million for Brand) = $270 million)] plus non-controlling interest’s share of
goodwill of $8 million (non-controlling interest of $38 million less non-controlling
interest’s share of the fair value of identifiable net assets of $30 million [10% x ($200
million for Land + $100 million for Brand)].
If acquisition-date non-controlling interest is measured based on its share of the fair
value of identifiable net assets of $30 million, goodwill will be $90 million, being
parent’s share of the goodwill of $90 million [parent’s cost of investment of $360
million less parent’s share of the fair value of identifiable net assets of subsidiary of
$270 million (90% x ($200 million for Land + $100 million for Brand) = $270 million)]
plus non-controlling interest’s share of goodwill of $nil (non-controlling interest of
$30 million less non-controlling interest’s share of the fair value of identifiable net
assets of $30 million [10% x ($200 million for Land + $100 million for Brand)].
It may be noted that whether acquisition-date non-controlling interest is measured
based on its fair value or based on its share of the fair value of identifiable net assets,
goodwill measurement is not consistent with the “full consolidation” principle of FRS
110 Consolidated Financial Statements (FRS 110) which requires 100% of subsidiary’s
goodwill of $100 million to be recognised regardless of parent’s equity interest.
[It may be noted that whether acquisition-date non-controlling interest is measured
based on its fair value or based on its share of the fair value of identifiable net assets,
both the Land and Brand (identifiable assets) are recognised at 100% of their
respective fair value, in accordance with the “full consolidation” principle of FRS 110.]
Thus, there is inconsistency in measurement of identifiable assets and liabilities
(which are measured based on the “full consolidation” principle) and non-identifiable
assets (which are not measured based on the “full consolidation” principle).
The above inconsistency may be justified on the ground that goodwill should be
recognised and measured only to the extent it is transacted. However, this argument
is not consistent with the provision of Financial Reporting Standard 21 The Effect of
Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates (FRS 21) which provides that goodwill should be
treated as asset of foreign operation acquired (paragraph 47).
Given that goodwill should be treated as asset of subsidiary, there is no justification
for measuring it differently from other assets of the subsidiary (like Brand in the
above illustration).
This shortcoming in the measurement of goodwill gives rise to related consolidation
problems like whether and to what extent non-controlling interest should take its
share of impairment loss and translation gain/loss on goodwill. (These and other
http://journal.isca.org.sg/#!edition/editions_mar2016/article/page2939
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A SUGGESTED SOLUTION
To be consistent with all other assets of subsidiary acquired, goodwill should be
measured based on the full consolidation principle.
For goodwill to be measured based on the full consolidation principle, the
acquisition-date non-controlling interest should be measured based on its share of
the fair value of net assets (both identifiable and non-identifiable net assets) of
subsidiary acquired. Under this measurement basis for acquisition-date noncontrolling interest, goodwill will be measured based on full consolidation principle
by taking into account the parent’s share of the goodwill as well as the noncontrolling interest’s proportionate share of the goodwill.
With reference to the illustration above, if the acquisition-date non-controlling
interest is measured based on its share of the fair value of net assets (both
identifiable and non-identifiable net assets) of subsidiary acquired, it will be
measured at $40 million [(10% x ($200 million for Land + $100 million for Brand +
$100 million for goodwill)].
Consequently, goodwill will be measured consistently with full consolidation principle
at $100 million, being parent’s share of the goodwill of $90 million [parent’s cost of
investment of $360 million less parent’s share of the fair value of identifiable net
assets of subsidiary of $270 million (90% x ($200 million for Land + $100 million for
Brand) = $270 million)] plus non-controlling interest’s share of goodwill of $10 million
[non-controlling interest of $40 million less non-controlling interest’s share of the fair
value of identifiable net assets of $30 million (10% x ($200 million for Land + $100
million for Brand))].

CONCLUSION
Under the extant Financial Reporting Standards, the measurement basis of goodwill
is not consistent with that of identifiable assets of subsidiary acquired. The
measurement of goodwill is also not consistent with the full consolidation principle.
One solution to overcome the measurement issue is to amend the measurement
basis of acquisition-date non-controlling interest, as suggested in this article.

Ng Eng Juan is Associate Professor of Accounting, Nanyang Technological University.
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Exclusive Privileges for Members
Get 20% off these and other titles till 30 April 2016. Please quote VBM53
in the promo code field when you order at www.wiley.com, call
customer service hotline at 6643-8333 or email csd_ord@wiley.com. For
more titles, please visit Member Privileges.

S$130.49 including GST

BAYESIAN RISK MANAGEMENT
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BAYESIAN RISK MANAGEMENT
The book details a more flexible approach to risk management, and provides tools to
measure financial risk in a dynamic market environment. It discusses the uncertainty in
model parameters, model specifications, and model-driven forecasts in a way that
standard statistical risk measurement does not. The book provides a coherent framework
for discerning one’s informational advantages and limitations in rapidly-evolving
financial markets.

BUY NOW

S$40.61 including GST

ADVISORY LEADERSHIP
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The financial services industry is at a crossroads between a generation on the cusp of
retirement and a new generation stepping in to take its place. This transition has been
called a crisis of culture, values, and communication, but it is really an opportunity. This is
a practical, “how-to” manual for financial professionals to master the art of leadership,
with tips to help leaders stay agile and adapt to changing times in the financial services
industry.

BUY NOW

S$88.76 including GST

EXPOSING FRAUD
This is a working resource book on how to conduct a fraud investigation. It contains
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essential tools for investigating criminals who may be running multiple scams at the same
time. Combining a solid background of essential theories with the law and relevant related
definitions, it goes beyond the basic techniques of fraud investigation to show readers how
to apply the techniques effectively in real life.

BUY NOW
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Book Quiz

Stand to win the book of your choice! Simply email your answers to the
quiz questions to comms@isca.org.sg by 24 March 2015. Please provide
your full name, NRIC number, mailing address, contact number and the
book you’re interested in.

1. In “The (Evolving) Art of Risk Sensing”, a dynamic risk-sensing programme employs
1/2
advanced analytics and business-driven risk indicators to identify and monitor events,
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advanced analytics and business-driven risk indicators to identify and monitor events,
trends and anomalies in structured and unstructured data from internal and external
sources.
A True
B False
2. In “Trigger Points: Be Alert, Be Ready”, businesses which export less than 50% of
their goods may take advantage of the Major Exporter Scheme.
A True
B False
3. In “Accounting Prudence”, IASB leans towards the contracting view (requiring
asymmetry) than the capital allocation view (requiring neutrality).
A True
B False

CONGRATULATIONS
FEBRUARY QUIZ WINNERS
Rosy Ooi
Sxxxx203-E
Gun Ken Hon
Sxxxx265-C
Cheryl Lim Xin Yi
Sxxxx516-C

Answers for February quiz: (1) A, (2) A, (3) B
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